Collection of Travel Accounts and Photo Albums,
including Russian America and Pacific

FOREWORD

Dear friends & colleagues,
Bookvica & Globus Books are excited to present to you our latest catalogue which is
dedicated to the documentation of the Russian travel, exploration and photography. An
important note about the books of this catalogue - all of them are first-hand accounts
done by Russian explorers (or the foreigners serving under Russian flag). The first segment
of the catalogue is called ‘‘Russian America and Pacific Voyages’’ (p. 4), it includes books
and manuscripts of importance to California, Australia, Hawaii, Alaska, Kamchatka, Japan,
Taiwan, Philippines and Antarctic.
The second part of the catalogue is dedicated to Asia and also carries travel
accounts of different parts of Siberia (p. 36). This part is as broad as Russia itself judging
by the geography of the books presented: from Kara Sea in the Arctic (documented
by doctor Frants Belyavsky) to the streets of Shanghai (portrayed by the artist Pavel
Pyasetsky). Among other described areas are Central Asia, Iran, Baikal and Pyatigorsk.
In the third section one can find the first-handed account of hunting in Africa
and a rare book on Puerto Rico and St. Thomas Island in the late 18th century.
This year a third of our catalogue is dedicated to a remarkeable group of
photo albums and photo collection which echo the books of the previos chapters of the
catalogue. They are arranged in a chronological order, starting from the 1870s Moscow,
followed by the Caucasus in the 1890s, followed by one of the highlights of the catalogue
- the large album of photos of Sakhalin as a penal colony. Other albums and photos cover
Azerbaijan, Mongolia, Turkmenistan, Altai and Bukhara.
We would like to point out that this catalogue has a strong ethnographical
component, for example, Billings’ first attempts to document Aleutian language (1811),
the important piece of Russian ethnographic studies on Kurds, rare photos of the Sakhalin
native inhabitants, et al. These books and photo albums reflect the history of the native
people making the contact with the explorers and researchers.
Thank you for reading! If you are in San Francisco, Tbilisi or Moscow , give us a
call or just drop by - all three of our bookshops remain open for visitors.
Each year in February we prepare a travel catalogue which comes out just in
time for the California Antiquarian Book Fair. This year the fair moves online and will be
held in March, 4-6 (more info at https://fairs.abaa.org).
Bookvica & Globus Books team
2021
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RUSSIAN AMERICA &
PACIFIC VOYAGES
01

No paper copies
found in Worldcat.

[ R U S S I A N A M E R I C A N C O M PA N Y - C H A R T E R ]

Pod Vysochayshim Yego Imperatorskogo Velichestva Pokrovitelstvom
Rossiisko-Amerikanskoy Kompanii Akt i Vyshochaishe Darovannye Onoi
Kompanii Pravila s Priobshcheniyem Prilichnykh k Onomy Uzakoneniy
[i.e. The Act of the Russian American Company [Which Stays] under the
Highest Protection of His Imperial Majesty, and the Rules of this Company,
with the Supplement of the Accompanying Laws]. St. Petersburg: Typ. of
the Imperial Academy of Sciences, 1802. [2 – t.p.], 58 pp. 34x20,5 cm
Original period marbled paper wrappers. Wrappers and spine slightly
rubbed on extremities, but overall a very good copy in very original
condition.
First edition. Very rare Russian imprint with no paper copies of
this edition found in Worldcat.
This is a rare first printed collection of the Russian American
Company’s founding papers, including all related decrees by Emperors
Paul I and Alexander I, and RAC’s first charter and bylaws with all
accompanying documents, dated 1798-1802. The book is not listed
in V. Lada-Mocarski’s fundamental bibliography. Both he and Vladimir
Gsovsky, the author of the authoritative compilation of the Russian
Imperial laws and decrees concerning Russian America, only surveyed
and described separately published documents from the multi-volume
collections of the Russian laws - «Complete Collection of Laws of the
Russian Empire» (1830-67) and «Code of Laws of the Russian Empire»
(1st ed. - 1832). None of them mentions our 1802 publication. LadaMocarski, in his entry about laws and the Russian American Company,
described only three documents published in our book – Paul I’s Decree
from July 19, 1799, and the lists of privileges and rules of the new
company (Lada-Mocarski 161).
The «Rossiisko-Amerikanskoy Kompanii Akt i <…> Pravila» was
published in 1802 in two typographies – the Imperial Senate and the
Imperial Academy of Sciences, without text differences and only varying
in the font. The second edition was issued privately (SPb.: Typ. I. Baikov,
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1808, 58 pp.), under the same title and without text differences with the
first edition. Apparently, RAC or the imperial government needed more
copies after the first edition had gone out of print.
Overall, a very important rare first publication of the Russian
American Company’s founding papers.
The contents of the book:
1) Decree of His Imperial Majesty [Paul I]… from the Governing
Senate. July 19, 1799. 1 p. «It established the R.-A. Co. and added that
the privileges (equivalent to charter) of the Company, as well as the
rules (equivalent to bylaws) to determine and facilitate the Company’s
activities, were being sent to the Senate for implementation. The
duration of these privileges, etc., was for 20 years» (Lada-Mocarski 161).
2) List of the privileges for the new company. July 8, 1799, at Peterhof.
3 pp. «This document sets forth, in 11 numb. articles, the privileges
(equivalent to charter) granted for 20 years, including the jurisdiction
over the northwestern coast of America north of 55° N.L. and various
islands, already previously discovered, as well as over the new discoveries
to be made north and south of 55° N.L., etc.» (Lada-Mocarski 161).
3) Rules (equivalent to bylaws) for the new company. July 8, 1799, at
Peterhof. 7 pp. 21 numbered paragraphs.
4) A sample of the text for the company’s stock certificates. 1 p.
5) Decree of His Imperial Majesty [Paul I]… from the Governing Senate.
December 2, 1799. 1 p. About the appointment of Nikolay Rezanov as
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RAC’s «authorized correspondent.»
6) Paul I’s zhalovannaya gramota (decree)
to the Russian-American Company. 27
December 1799. 4 pp. 11 articles. A list
of RAC’s privileges, supplemented with
the introductory and conclusion parts.
7) Decree of His Imperial Majesty [Paul
I]… from the Governing Senate. October
19, 1800. 1 p. About the establishment
of RAC’s head office in Saint Petersburg
and a trade office in Irkutsk; about lowering the prices for RAC’s stock
shares to make them more affordable.
8) Decree of His Imperial Majesty [Alexander I]… from the Governing
Senate. September 18, 1801. 2 pp. About lowering the prices for RAC’s
stock shares from 3727 rub. 27 ¾ kop. to 500 rub. to make them more
affordable.
9) Report from the Governing Senate to Emperor Alexander I. August 17,
1801. 6 pp. About prices for RAC’s stock shares.
10) Letter from Emperor Alexander I to RAC’s stockholders. March 25,
1802. 1 p. Announcing that he had bought the shares for 10,000 rub.
11) Letter from Emperor Alexander I to the manager of his private funds
Hofmeister Guryev. March 25, 1802. 1 p. Directing him to but RAC’s
shares for 10,000 rub.
12) Act of the Joint American Company. August 3, 1798. [2], 26 pp.
23 numbered sections (goals and purposes, a list of members, the
company’s capital, principles of dividend payments, the establishment
of the head office in Irkutsk, appointment of the company’s directors,
their duties, about office accounting books and correspondence, etc.;
ends with printed signatures of nineteen founders).
ON HOLD
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[ N O R T H PA C I F I C ]

Sarychev, G.A. Puteshestvie Kapitana Billingsa chrez Chukotskuyu Zemliu ot
Beringova Proliva do Nizhnekolymskago Ostroga i Plavanie Kapitana Galla
na Sudne Chernom Orle po Severovostochnomu Okeanu v 1791 godu. S
Prilozheniyem Slovaria Dvenadtsati Narechii Dikikh Narodov, Nabliudeniya
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za Stuzheyu v Verkhnekolymskom Ostroge, i Nastavleniya Dannago
Kapitanu Billingsu iz Gosudarstvennoi Admiralteistv-Kollegii. Izvlecheno iz
Raznykh Zurnalov… Gavrilom Sarychevym [i.e. Voyage of Captain Billings
through the Land of the Chukchi from the Bering Sea to Nizhnekolymsky
Ostrog, and the Sea Voyage of Captain Hall on the ship Black Eagle over the
North Pacific Ocean in 1791; with the addition of a vocabulary of Twelve
Dialects of Savages, Observations of Frost in Verkhekolymsky Ostrog, and
the Instruction Given to Captain Billings from the State Admiralty Board.
Extracted from Various Journals by Gavrila Sarychev]. St. Petersburg: Naval
Typ., 1811. [2], iv, 191 pp. Quarto. With three copper engraved plates by
Kozma and Ivan Chesky, and three folding copper engraved maps. Period
light brown Russian full leather, neatly rebacked in style; maroon gilt
lettered morocco title label on the spine; new endpapers. Title page
slightly age-toned, one plate with some minor damp staining, and one
map with a minor repair of black margin, but overall a very good copy.
First edition. An indispensable addition to Martin Sauer’s and
Gavriil Sarychev’s accounts of the Northeastern expedition (1785-1793)
under command of Joseph Billings (ca. 1758-1806).
“Sarychev’s own description in Russian of Billings’ expedition
in which he participated appeared in print in 1802. However, Sarychev
was not in that part of Billings’ party which traversed the Chukchi
territory overland. Therefore, his above-mentioned work does not
contain any description of it. A few years later the Russian Admiralty
instructed Sarychev to go over Billings’ papers and those of some of
his companions and to compile a description of Billings’ trip over the
Chukchi territory. The present work is the result of this research and it
contains material on Alaska as well, including a valuable map and a brief
vocabulary of the natives of the Aleutian Islands (various parts of them,
as their languages differ), as well as the vocabulary of the inhabitants of
Kadiak Island. This is a valuable addition to the description of Sarychev
of his own trip (see no. 57 of this bibliography)” (Lada-Mocarski, 67).
The book contains a detailed description of Billings’ travel
across the Chukotka peninsula in August 1791 – February 1792, which
received only a brief overview in Sauer’s account, as he, like Sarychev,
didn’t participate in this trip. There are only short notes of this leg of
Billings’ travel in chapters XVIII, XX, and XXII of Sauer’s account (this
one contains a “Sketch of Captain Billing’s expedition across the land of
Tshutski,” based on a journal of the expedition member, pp. 319-329).
The second part of the book describes the voyage of Captain
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Robert Hall on the ship “Cherny Orel” (“Black Eagle”) in May-September
1791, which also received only a short mention in Sauer’s account (pp.
259-260). The party planned to meet another expedition ship “Slava
Rossii” near Bering Island but didn’t find it there, so they proceeded to
Unalaska. There they found three crew members of the “Slava Rossii”
with the instruction from Billings to go to the Bering Strait and wait for
them in the St. Lawrence Bay. After passing the Pribilof Islands (St. Paul’s),
St. Matthew Island, and the Diomede Islands, the ship arrived at the
meeting point, but didn’t find Billings there and returned to Unalaska,
passing St. Lawrence Island. The account includes geographical
coordinates of the coasts and islands passed and a mention of the
Shelekhov’s ship which wintered on Unalaska.
A brief dictionary of twelve languages of the northeastern
Siberia and the Aleutian Islands published in this book is fuller than that
in Sauer’s account and includes additional dictionaries of the sedentary
and nomad Chukchi and Koriaks, the tribes of Kamchatka (living near
the Bolsheretsk fort, the Kamchatka River, and the Tigil River), and of
the Aleuts (from the Andreanof Islands, Fox Islands and the Kodiak
Island). Sauer’s account contains only one general dictionary of the
languages of Kamchatka, the Aleutian Islands and the Kodiak Island).
The book also contains the overview of the notes taken in
the Vekhnekolymsky Fort from October 1786 to April 1787, with the
excerpt from the expedition meteorological journal (pp. 130-142),
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and the “Instruction of Her Imperial Majesty from the Admiralty Board
to Mr. Joseph Billings, Captain-Lieutenant of the Fleet, commanding
the Geographical and Astronomical Expedition intended for the
Northeastern Part of the Russian Empire” (25 articles, pp. 143-189).
The plates in this edition were produced by the famous Russian
engravers Kozma and Ivan Cheskys and show a celebration in the tent
of the elder of reindeer Chukchi, mode of travel of nomad Chukchi (in
sleighs drawn by reindeer), and reindeer Chukchi in various costumes.
The maps depict St. Lawrence Bay and a nearby Mechigmen Bay (both
in the Bering Sea, the eastern part of the Chukotka Peninsula), based
on the survey of expedition member Batakov. Large folding Mercator
map of the Arctic Sea, Bering Strait, and part of the North Pacific which
shows the shores of Chukchi land in the west and of North America in
the east, with St. Lawrence Island and St. Matthew Island in the south;
the map marks Billings’ party’s route across the Chukotka peninsula
from the Mechigmen Bay to the Nizhnekolymsky ostrog.
“In 1785, at the suggestion of William Coxe, the historian,
Billings was appointed by Catherine II to lead an expedition to the
Chukotsky peninsula in northeastern Siberia, with the objective of filling
the gap in the maps left by the Great Northern Expedition. Billings left
St. Petersburg in 1785, accompanied by Martin Sauer (his historian and
secretary) and Carl Heinrich Merck (a naturalist), and was in Okhotsk by
Juy 1786. <…> In 1790 a second expedition, with the ship Slave Rossii and
with an escorting craft, the Chernui Orel under Saruchev took Billings
to the Aleutian Islands, and as far as Mount Elias on the coast of Alaska.
At Unalaska, in June 1790, Sauer declared that the native inhabitants,
with their Stone Age culture, were far superior to the toadies who made
up the court circles at St. Petersburg and who had no culture at all.
Sarychev investigated the Aleutians and the southern coast of Alaska,
visiting Unalashka in June 1790, and Schugatskikh Bay (= Prince William
Sound) in July. In the summer of 1790, Billings and a party of seven,
including the naturalist Merck, reached Lavrentiya Bay. Unable to round
the East Cape, he travelled westward overland to Nizhnekolymsk. The
expedition returned in 1793, having accomplished little in the way of
new discoveries” (Howgego, To 1800, B96).
Lada-Mocarski 67; Sabin 77124; Mezhov 14349; Obolyaninov 2405;
Wickersham 6133.
$32,500
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Only 6 paper
copies found in
Worldcat.

[ PA C I F I C – H AWA I I , S I N G A P O R E , P H I L I P P I N E S ]

Dobell, Peter/Petr Vasil’evich; [Dzhunkovsky, A.S.] Puteshestviia i
Noveishiia Nabliudeniia v Kitae, Manille i Indo-Kitaiskom Arkhipelage
Byvshego Rossiiskogo Generalnogo Konsula na Filippinskikh Ostrovakh,
Kollezhskogo Sovetnika Petra Dobelia, Sostavil i s Angliiskogo Perevel, s
Vysochaishego Soizvolenia A. Dzh. [i.e. Travels and Latest Observations
in China, Manila and the Indo-China Archipelago by a Former Russian
Consul General in the Philippine Islands, Collegiate Councillor Petr Dobell,
Compiled and Translated from English, by the Highest Permission A. Dzh.]
St. Petersburg: N. Grech, 1833. 2 vols. Xxxvi, 237, [1 - errata]; [2 – t.p.], vii,
272 pp. Octavo. With two lithographed frontispieces. Period style full
leather bindings housed in a brown cloth slipcase. Spines with gilttooled ornaments and gilt-lettered title labels. Occasional very mild
foxing, a couple of pencil markings in text, but overall a very good set
of this rare work.
Very rare. This is the first Russian edition, published three years
after the first English edition («Travels in Kamtchatka and Siberia,» 2
vols., London, 1830). The Russian edition contains seven new chapters
and seven supplements, not present in the English edition, with the
important account of Dobell’s voyage to Hawaii and the audience
with King “Riho-Riho” (Kamehameha II), the text of Kamehameha II’s
1820 letter to Russian Emperor Alexander I, Dobell’s first biography
and original descriptions of the Philippines, Singapore, and the Malay
Archipelago. The first French edition in one volume (Sept années en
Chine… Paris, 1838) is a direct translation from the Russian edition done
by Russian prince Emmanuel Mikhailovich Golitsin/Galitzine (18051853). It has no text difference with the Russian edition (apart from
some changes in the order and structure of chapters xiii-xvii). Forbes
was incorrect in his statement that “the author’s remarks on his voyage
to Hawaii are not in this [Russian] edition” (Forbes 836). In fact, they
are present in the Russian edition (pp. 111-129) and make it superior in
significance to the French one.
The Russian edition contains thirteen chapters from the
first English edition, dedicated to Dobell’s travels across China, the
Philippines and South-East Asia in 1798-1828, with nice descriptions
of Canton, Macao, Pearl River, Bocca Tigris, Whampoa (Pazhou) Island,
Chinese manners and customs, etc. The whole part about “Travels in
Kamtchatka” in 1813-1812 from the English edition (the entire first
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volume and the first four chapters of the
second volume) is not included. As the
Russian translator noted, “Since Siberia,
thanks to endeavours of many of our
travellers, is known to the public much
better than China, I had the courage to
publish only what the respected Author
communicated to us about the latter…”
(Preface, p. xiii-xiv).
Seven additional chapters (XIII,
XIV, XV, XVII, XVIII, XIX, and XX) base on
Dobell’s private diaries (Preface, p. xiv). They
contain information about Dobell’s success
in salvaging and selling the remnants of
the ship “Albion” wrecked near Whampoa
Island in 1807, the rescue of Boston ship
“Atahualpa” from Chinese pirates or
No 03

“Ladrones” in 1806, the rescue of Philadelphia ship “Asia” at the Bocca
Tigris strait in 1807 (with an original article on ginseng written by the
Russian translator), Admiral William’s Drury occupation of Macao during
the Napoleonic Wars in 1808, etc. Two chapters (XVII and XVII) give
one of the first overviews in the Russian language of the islands of
South-East Asia and the Malay Peninsula. They contain stories about
Borneo, Sumatra, Formosa (Taiwan), the Bugis Kingdom of Wajoq in
south Sulawesi (mistakenly called a separate island), the foundation of
Singapore, tin mining and trade, opium, Javanese coffee and the raise
of its consumption, Chinese settlers, trade with Chinese and Europeans,
prospects of potential advantages for Russia to start the trade with
South-East Asia, etc. Two chapters describe Manila, the Luzon Island
and the cholera riots in October 1820. The chapter about Dobell’s visit
to Hawaii describes King Kamehameha II, retells the conversation
between him and Dobell, and gives details of Dobell’s speech at the
Hawaiian Chiefs’ council, mentioning prime minister William Pitt
Kalanimoku. There is also an account of the letter from Kamehameha
II to Alexander I, talking about the issues with the Russian-American
Company after Georg Schaeffer’s attempt to establish a Russian colony
on Atuvai (Kauai) Island in 1815-1817.
The preface contains the first biography of Dobell, compiled by
the translator and based on Dobell’s diaries and oral stories (Preface,
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p. xvi). The main text is accompanied by seven supplements, including
articles from “some Russian and foreign periodicals,” the text of
Kamehameha II’s letter to Alexander I and a concise dictionary of selected
Chinese words and names. Two supplements to vol. 1 are dedicated
to Chinese wedding customs: “An excerpt from the translations from
Chinese by Mr. Henry Matthew Clark” (p. 223-228), “Customs at Chinese
weddings in Peking” by “L-sky” [Russian sinologist Zakhar Fyodorovich
Leontievsky] (pp. 228-237). Supplements to vol. 2: “About the Chinese
migration [to Southeast and Southern India]” (pp. 222-233); “About
Manila, [by a German traveller]” (pp. 233-248); “Chinese Army” (from
Z. Leontievsky’s article in the “Severnaya Pchela” newspaper; pp. 248260); “The Letter by King Rio-Rio” (pp. 260-265); “A list of Chinese words,
used in this book, with their Canton and Peking pronunciation and with
their modern orthography approved by Orientalists” (pp. 266-272).
An American of Irish origin, Peter Dobell (1775-1852) graduated
from Philadelphia University and took part in the American War of
Independence (1775-1783). In 1798 he went on a first trade voyage to
Canton (Guangzhou) where he settled in 1803. Until 1828 he actively
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travelled along the coast of southern China and across South-East Asia,
especially the Philippines. In 1805 Dobell helped Adam von Krusenstern,
the leader of the first Russian circumnavigation (1803-1806), settling
the trade affairs of the expedition with the Canton merchants, and
received for this a diamond ring from the Russian Emperor Alexander
I. Dobell actively promoted the idea of establishing trade between
Russia and South-East Asia, seeing this as an opportunity of supplying
cheap food and other goods to Russian settlements in Kamchatka,
North Pacific and Alaska. In 1812 he brought the first cargo of salt and
provisions to Kamchatka and then crossed Siberia to present his plan of
the establishment of trade relations with the Philippines to the Russian
government. In 1817 the Imperial decree founded the Russian General
Consulate in Manila which became the first Russian diplomatic post in
South-East Asia. Dobell took Russian citizenship and became the first
Russian consul in the Philippines (he held the post until 1820). In 1819
Dobell proceeded to Kamchatka, planning to travel to Manila on frigate
“Kamchatka” under the command of Vasily Golovnin. Since he missed
Golovnin, who had left Petropavlovsk earlier, Dobell took command of
his own brig, hired “7 or 8 sailors, half of which were the inhabitants of
the Sandwich Islands, and two navigators” (Preface, p. xx) and travelled
to Hawaii. He stayed there for two months and had an audience with
King Kamehameha II and Hawaiian chiefs. The king presented Dobell
with a letter to Emperor Alexander I. While in Manila, Dobell witnessed
the cholera riots in October 1820; his house and library got pillaged. His
attempts to establish a continuous trade between the Philippines and
Kamchatka proved unsuccessful, and the Russian consulate in Manila
officially closed in 1826. Dobell returned to Saint Petersburg in 1828.
Later he served as a Russian consul in Denmark.
The translator and compiler of the Russian edition Alexander
Dzhunkovsky (1804-1850) who hid under the abbreviation “A. Dzh.,”
was an Active State Councillor, censor, agronomist and secretary of
the Russian Free Economic Society. The two lithograph frontispieces
portraying a man and a woman from Manila were executed after the
original drawings of Alexander Brullov (1798-1877), prominent Russian
artist and architect, professor of the Imperial Academy of Arts and the
elder brother of the famous Russian painter Karl Brullov (1799-1852).
Cordier Sinica 2109; Forbes 836; Howgego 1800-1850, C39; Hill
484 (about the English edition); Nerhood 155 (about the English edition).
$12,500
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[ R U S S I A N - A M E R I C A N C O M PA N Y – T R A N S I T PA S S ]

[Original Podorozhnaya Gramota or Transit Pass, Given to one Gavriil
Platan [Platov?], a Newly Appointed Missionary for the Russian American
Colonies, and Authorising Him To Get Two Horses at Each Station on the
Way from Saint Petersburg to Okhotsk]. St. Petersburg, 3 March 1845.
Printed form with the Imperial coat of arms and official stamps,
completed in ink. 23,5x35,5 cm. Signed by the Military Governor of St.
Petersburg Kavelin. Paper slightly age-toned, fold marks, minor tears on
folds neatly repaired, but overall a very good original document.
Interesting original document relating to the history of Alaska
when still a Russian possession (1799-1867). The official “podorozhnaya”
or transit pass was the main document that allowed travellers to obtain
fresh horses while moving across the vast territories of European and
Asiatic Russia in the pre-railway years and centuries (the first major
railway in European Russia between Moscow and St. Petersburg was
built in 1842-51, and the construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway
would not start until 1891). This podorozhnaya obliged the managers
of the government-funded stations on the roads from St. Petersburg to
Okhotsk to provide two horses for a “newly appointed Preacher for the
Russian American Colonies Gavriil Platan [or Platov?].” The document
is signed by Alexander Kavelin (1793-1850), a Russian military officer,
participant of the Napoleonic Wars and military governor of Saint
Petersburg in 1842-1846. Nineteen manuscript entries on recto and
verso document Platan’s route in April and June 1845, mostly while
crossing the Ural Mountains. The April entries contain the names of
stations of the 19th-century Vyatka and Perm provinces – modern-day
Kirovskaya, Permskaya and Sverdlovskaya oblasts of Russia. Among
them are Uzinskaya, Chemoshurskaya stations (Vyatka province),
Klenovskaya, Sosnovskaya, Dubrovskaya, Poludennaya stations, Perm
city, Yanychevskaya, Morgunovskaya, Achitskaya, and Beloyarskaya
stations (all in Perm province). The only entry on recto dated June 1,
1845, records the passing of the Olekminsky okrug (district) in modernday Yakutia. Overall a very rare and historically interesting survival,
illustrating the typical travel of many Russian-American Company’s
associates to Alaska – across Siberia to Okhotsk and thence by ship
across the North Pacific.
The full text of the pass: “According to the Decree of His
Imperial Majesty Nikolay Pavlovich, the Autocrat of All the Russias,
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from St. Petersburg to Okhotsk to the Instated Preacher of the RussianAmerican Colonies Gavriil Platan [?] from the Postal Expenses Give two
Horses with the Guide without delay…” Two official stamps on the lower
margin read “On the state business.”
$5,250
BOOKVICA
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[ P R E S E N TAT I O N C O P Y O F T H E F I R S T E X P E D I T I O N I N T O T H E
I N T E R I O R O F N O RT H E R N A L A S K A ]

Only 8 paper
copies found in
Worldcat.

Zagoskin, L.A. Peshekhodnaya opis chasti Russkikh vladeniy v Amerike,
proizvedennaya Leytenantom Zagoskinym v 1842, 1843 i 1844 godakh. S
merkatorskoyu kartoyu gravirovannoyu na medi [i.e. Exploration on Foot
of Part of the Russian Possessions in Alaska. Accomplished by Lieutenant
L. Zagoskin in 1842, 1843, and 1844. With a Copper Engraved Map on
Mercator’s Projection]. St. Petersburg: yp. of Karl Kray, 1847-1848. Two
vols. bound together. [2], 182, [2]; [2], 120, [2], 43 pp. 23x15,5 cm. With
a large folding copper engraved map bound at rear. Period half leather
with papered boards. Front free endpaper with an ink presentation
inscription: “To Edouard Leontievich Blaschke from a colleague and the
author. As a sign of memory and sincere respect. Bought by me from
<…>?” Ink stamp of the private library of Ivan Nikiforovich Mikhailov
under the presentation inscription. Owner’s pencil notes and markings
in text. Hinges with small cracks, paper age toned, map with a tear
neatly repaired, otherwise a very good copy of this rare book.
First edition. Rare Russian imprint with only eight copies found
in Worldcat.
This copy bears the author’s presentation inscription to “his
colleague” Eduard Blaschke (1810-1878), Russian doctor of German
origin who worked for the Russian American Company in 1835-40 and
was known for campaigns to vaccinate the native population against
measles. In 1842 Blaschke published in Saint Petersburg a Latinlanguage “Dissertatio inauguralis sistens topographiam medicam
portus Novi-Archangelscensis, sedis principalis coloniarum rossicarum
in septentrionali America” (“Medical Topography of the New Archangel
port…”) where above all he described the nature and population around
Sitka. The ink library stamp under Zagoskin’s presentation inscription
belongs to a Russian cartographer Ivan Mikhailov, Professor of Saint
Petersburg Orphan’s Institute of Emperor Nikolas I, and a state councilor
(since 1892).
“Lieutenant Zagoskin’s expedition was to make an inland
exploration of the northern territory of Alaska and to survey the Kvikhpak
(Yukon) and Kuskokvim rivers and the region encompassed by them.
Zagoskin kept a diary which forms the basis of his work. He described
in detail the Russian trading posts visited and the topography of the
surroundings of Norton Sound. He also gave a good account of the
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life and customs of the Eskimo and the Indian inhabitants and much
other important first-hand information secured during the expedition’s
18 ½ months of travel, during which about 5,000 versts (some 3,000
miles) were covered on foot and in leather baidars – a truly remarkable
achievement” (Lada-Mocarski 130).
“The map must be one of the first, if not the first, printed
map of the interior of Alaska along the lower course of the Yukon and
between the Yukon and what is now Nome. Zagoskin’s explorations
were confined chiefly to the middle course of the Kuslokwim and the
lower course and northern tributaries of the Yukon” (Streeter 3521).
Zagoskin (1808-1890) was on service of the Russian-American
Company since 1838. In 1824-44 he headed the exploratory expedition
to the surrounding of the Norton and Kotzebue Sounds, during which
he discovered the mountain range separating the Yukon River from the
eastern shore of the Norton Sound, surveyed the basins of the local
rivers, found previously unknown Aleut settlement (modern Holy Cross
in the Yukon-Koyukuk Census Area, Alaska), compiled the first map of
the area, and collected numerous zoological, botanical, mineralogical
and ethnographical items. For his achievements, he was elected a
member of the Russian Geographical Society which published excerpts
from his travel diary in its “Proceedings” (1846 and 1847). This first full
edition of Zagoskin’s travel account was published in two volumes in
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1847-1848 and is accompanied with a large folding map outlining the
route of his expedition. This edition received the Demidov Award of the
Russian Academy of Sciences (1849).
Arctic Bibliography 19781; Bancroft pp. 553-54; Wickersham 5904.
$12,500

06

12 copies found in
Worldcat.

[ PA C I F I C - A U S T R A L I A , A L A S K A , C A L I F O R N I A & TA H I T I ]

Lazarev, A.P. Plavaniye Vokrug Sveta na Shlyupe Ladoge v 1822, 1823 i
1824 godakh. Shlyupom Nachalstvoval Kapitan-Leytenant Andrey Lazarev,
Nyne Kapitan I-go Ranga, Yego Imperatorskogo Velichestva Fligel-Adjutant.
Izdano po Vysochaishemu Poveleniyu [i.e. Voyage Around the World on
Sloop Ladoga in 1822, 1823 and 1824. The Sloop was Commanded by
Captain-Lieutenant Andrey Lazarev, Now Captain of the 1st Rank and
Aide-de-camp of His Imperial Majesty. Published on the Highest Order].
St. Petersburg: Naval Typ., 1832. [2], [4], [2], [6], 275, [1] pp. 21x13,5 cm.
Mistake in pagination with p. 96 being followed by p. 98, but no gap
in text (see: Lada-Mocarski, 96). With a folding copper engraved map
at rear. Period style brown half leather with marbled papered boards,
spine with gilt-tooled ornaments and a gilt-lettered title. Title page
with a 19th-century ink private library number and some minor expert
repair of lower blank margin, and map with some minor expert repair
of folds, otherwise a very good copy of this rare book.
First and only edition of the account of an early and important
Russian circumnavigation, with the description of the first Russian visit
to Tasmania and interesting notes on Russian America, California, and
Tahiti. The book also contains an account of a visit to the Rio de Janeiro
residence of Georg von Langsdorff, a participant of the first Russian
circumnavigation (1803-1806) and Russian consul in Brazil (18131830). The book’s author was the commander of the sloop “Ladoga”
Andrey Petrovich Lazarev (1787-1849), navigator and explorer from a
notable Russian naval family. Both he and his two younger brothers
Mikhail (1788-1851) and Alexey (1793 – after 1851) graduated from
the Naval Cadet Corps in Saint Petersburg and had successful careers
in the navy. Mikhail Lazarev commanded frigate “Suvorov” during his
first circumnavigation (a voyage to New Archangel via Rio de Janeiro,
southern Indian Ocean, and the Pacific, with a stop in Port Jackson; on
the way to Alaska he discovered the Suvorov/Suwarrow atoll in the
northern group of the Cook Islands). In 1819-1821, Mikhail Lazarev
BOOKVICA
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commanded sloop “Mirny” during the First Russian Antarctic Expedition
of Fabian von Bellingshausen, which resulted in the discovery of the
Antarctic continent. Andrey’s younger brother Alexey Lazarev took part
in the Russian circumnavigation of 1819-23 when sloops “Otkrytiye”
and “Blagonamerenny” under command of Mikhail Vasilyev and Gleb
Shishmaryov were searching for the Northwest Passage from the west
coast of America, navigating Bering Strait and exploring Alaskan coast
from Kotzebue Sound to Icy Cape and from Norton Sound to Cape
Newenham.
On the circumnavigation “Ladoga” was accompanied by Russian
frigate “Kreiser” under command of Andrey’s younger brother Mikhail
Lazarev. The ships went to the Pacific Ocean via Rio de Janeiro and the
southern Indian Ocean, sighting Saint Paul Island, and for the first time
in the history of the Russian fleet visited Tasmania (stayed for a rest
in Hobart, on 18 May-9 June 1823 O.S.). During the storm in the south
Pacific, the ships got separated and met in Tahiti’s Matavai Bay on 15
July. From there “Kreiser” proceeded to Russian America, and “Ladoga” –
to Kamchatka (arrived on 10 September). From Petropavlovsk “Ladoga”
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went to New Archangel (arrived on 9 November) and thence to San
Francisco (arrived on 1 December), starting a homebound voyage
together with sloop “Apollon” on 12 January 1824. “Ladoga” returned
home via Cape Horn, Rio de Janeiro and the Fayal Island (the Azores).
Frigate “Kreiser” left Sitka in October 1824 and proceeded to California
where she stayed for a month and then went home via Cape Horn
and Rio de Janeiro. Fragments of the account of the “Kreiser’s” voyage
were published in the “Proceedings of the State Admiralty Department”
(SPb., 1824, part VI, pp. 457-466), thus Andrey Lazarev’s book is the only
complete published account of the voyage.
Very interesting are the descriptions of the “Mandioka” estate
of Georg von Langsdorff near Rio de Janeiro; Tasmania (topography
and population of Hobart Town, prices for groceries, life of convicts,
mention of a Russian-speaking convict living in Hobart Town, festive
dinner organized in honour of “Kreiser” and “Ladoga” et al.); Tahiti
(trade with the natives, visit of the Tahitian royal family to the ship,
including the infant king Pomare III (1820-27), missionaries and their
activities, Christian churches, Tahitians’ interest to the Russian priest
and Orthodox services, endemic diseases et al.); Kamchatka (new
construction in the Petropavlovsk harbor, new custom of the autumn
feast with the produce from the native vegetable gardens introduced
by Peter Rikord, Kamchadal pagan rite performed by a local shaman, a
trip to the nearby Paratunka thermal springs and chemical analysis of
the water; meeting with Peter Dobell, former Russian Consul General in
Manila who had previously attempted to claim some of the Hawaiian
Islands for Russia, et al.); Russian America (New Archangel port, brief
history of the Russian-American company, the interior of the Company’s
fort in New Archangel; manners, customs and beliefs of Koloshis or
Tlingits, Company’s fur trade with the Tlingits and Aleuts, harsh native
ways of children upbringing, popularity of polygamy amongst the
Tlingits, Tlingit dance and dress, native slaves or “Kalgi,” suggestions
on the improvement of the life of Aleuts, et al.); Spanish California (San
Francisco harbor, Catholic missions, abuse and oppression of the native
population by the missionaries, history and modern life of the San
Francisco mission, bull fighting, Mexican War of Independence and the
First Mexican Empire, Russian American Company’s trade in California
– furs in exchange for grain, beaver hunting in the San Francisco Bay
by the RAC’s Aleuts from Fort Ross); Santa Catarina Island off the
southern coast of Brazil and its capital Nossa Senhora do Desterro
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(Florianopolis since 1893: local trade, city architecture, military forces,
the establishment of the Empire of Brazil, whaling in the coastal waters);
and Rio de Janeiro (port, naval squadron of the Brazilian Empire, Lord
Thomas Cochrane and his service for the Brazilian navy, Corpus Domini
ceremony in Rio de Janeiro with participation of the Emperor, a visit
to the plantation of Russian vice-consul Peter Kelchen). The book is
illustrated with a “Map to the Account of the Travel of Captain Lazarev
in the duration of 1822, 1823 and 1824”, the trek of the sloop from
Russia to Kamchatka is indicated with the solid line, the return voyage
– with dotted lines.
“The Ladoga was first directed to Petropavlovsk in Kamchatka,
subsequently visiting the Russian colonies in America, particularly Sitka.
Pp. 126-76 are devoted to the description of this part of the voyage. Pp.
177-99 (December 1823-January 1824) have an interesting description
of San Francisco and descriptions of that country’s flora and fauna. It
is worth noting that previously (May 1823) the Kreiser and the Ladoga
spent three weeks at Hobart, Tasmania, the first Russian vessels to visit
there. They were received most hospitable by the local authorities. In
addition to his own observations and remarks, Lazarev often quoted the
ship’s doctor Ogievskii, who according to Lazarev was most helpful in the
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preparation of the present narrative. Ogievskii, obviously an intelligent
and well-educated person, contributed a great deal to the description of
various places visited by the expedition and not specifically mentioned
in this annotation – Tahiti, Rio de Janeiro (including much information
on the culture of coffee), etc. Dr. Ogievskii’s contribution is always
enclosed by Lazarev in quotation marks. The chapter on Alaska is,
however, entirely of Lazarev’s authorship. Practically all of the narrative
on the Ladoga’s stay in California comes from Lazarev’s pen” (LadaMocarski, 96).
Howes 160, Wickersham 6253.
$45,000
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Only 8 paper
copies found in
Worldcat.

[ PA C I F I C – A L A S K A , H AWA I I & J A PA N ]

[Golovnin, V.M.] Sochineniya i perevody [i.e. Works and Translations]. St.
Petersburg: Typ. of the Naval Ministry, 1864. Five vols. bound in two.
Vol. I. [2], [2], xxiv, 352 pp. With a steel engraved portrait frontispiece
and eight lithographed maps and coastal profiles (three folding).; Vol.
II. [2], [2], [2], 374 pp.; Vol. III. [2], [4], [2], [2], 283, xxviii, [2], [2], 114, lxxi
pp. With 15 lithographed maps and coastal profiles (2 folding).; Vol. IV.
[2], [6], [2], [2], 520 pp.; Vol. V. [2], [2], 204 pp. 24x16 cm. Quarter leather
with brown cloth boards; spines with raised bands and gilt-lettered
titles. Woodcut bookplates of a Soviet bibliophile N.S. Krovyakov on
the front pastedown endpapers, pre-1917 ink library stamps (Tsarskoye
Selo Nikolayevskaya Gymnasium) on the title pages of vols. 2, 4 and 5.
The owner’s pencil note on the title page of vol. 2, occasional pencil
marginalia in text. Paper slightly age-toned, occasional minor water
stains in vols. 4 and 5, otherwise a very good set.
Very rare. First edition of collected works by a famous Russian
navigator and explorer Vasily Golovnin (1776-1831) with important
accounts of his voyages to Japan (vols. 1 & 2), Alaska, Hawaii and Pacific
islands (vols. 3 & 5). At the time of publication, this edition became the
most complete printed collection of Golovnin’s works and retained its
importance to this day. There was only one more attempt to publish
Golovnin’s collected works (Golovnin, V.M. Sochineniya. MoscowLeningrad: Glavsevmorpit, 1949), but this Soviet edition contained
abridged versions of the accounts of both Golovnin’s circumnavigations
and completely omitted his articles on Russian America, apparently for
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ideological reasons.
The 1864 edition was published on account of the Russian
Naval Ministry. Its initiator was most likely Golovnin’s son, Alexander
Vasil’evch Golovnin (1821-1886), who in the 1850s worked as an editor
of the official periodical of the Russian Navy “Morskoy Sbornik,” worked
as Russian Minister of Education in 1861-66, and was one of the first
members of the Russian Geographical Society and its secretary in
1845-1847. It was Alexander Golovnin who promoted the publication
of the second edition of his father’s “Zapiski v plenu u yapontsev d 1811,
1812 i 1813” (Notes in Japanese captivity, 1851), and the second edition
of Archibald Duncan’s “The mariner’s chronicle, containing narratives
of the most remarkable disasters at sea,” which was translated and
annotated by Vasily Golovnin, and supplemented with the narratives of
Russian shipwreckes written by the translator (SPb., 1853). The editor of
both editions, as well as of the 1864 edition of Golovnin’s “Sochineniya
i Perevody” was a noted Russian journalist and writer Nikolai Gretsch
(1787-1867), who also authored the biography of Golovnin in vol. 1 of
the 1864 edition.
“A very rare collected edition of Golovnin’s works. A biography
of Golovnin by P.I. Grech in the first volume is followed by an account
of his voyage in the Diana to the Kurile Islands, and by an account of
his 1807 voyage in the Diana to Kamchatka. The narrative of Golovnin’s
voyage to Alaska, Hawaii, and California is in the third volume. It differs
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in some respects from the account of his voyage in the Kamchatka (St.
Petersburg, 1822; see no. 545). An engraved chart of Honolulu Harbor
in the third volume accompanies the Hawaiian text” (Forbes 2563).
“Vol. 1 contains the biography of Golovnin by academician
N. Grech and the full text of the voyage to Kamchatka on the sloop
Diana. Vol. II has the story of Golovnin’s Japanese captivity. Vol. III has
the voyage to Alaska and California on the sloop Kamchatka and at
the end (pp. XXVIII-XXXIX) Kruzenstern’s work on the errors in compass’
declination. Vol. IV in a translation of Duncan’s notable shipwrecks,
augmented by Golovnin’s remarks and explanations. Vol. V has
Golovnin’s remarks regarding Kamchatka and Russian America, as well
as his famous memoir on the state of the Russian-American Company
in 1818. This collection of Golovnin’s works reproduces the full text
of his various reports and descriptions of voyages, including those to
Alaska, some of which appeared earlier as separate works. His works
on Alaska have become very rare and are practically unobtainable. This
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collected edition of 1864 – which is also very rare – is, therefore, most
valuable to scholars and collectors alike” (Lada-Mocarski 153).
The last volume contains Golovnin’s remarks to Kamchatka
and Russian America in 1809-1811 and his notes on the state of the
Russian-American Company in 1818 (where he argues for the benefits
of selling the colony which draws too many resources from Russia).
First published as supplements to the “Morskoy Sbornik” in 1861, the
accounts are a “great rarity,” and “one cannot over-emphasize [their
importance and value” (see more about them in: Lada-Mocarski, 149).
Both accounts have not been republished in Russia.
Wickersham 6167.
Detailed description of the contents is available on request or on our
website www.bookvica.com.
ON HOLD
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[ G O LOV N I N ’ S A U TO G R A P H ]

Delille, Jacques. Les Jardins, poème [i.e. The Gardens. Poems]. Paris:
P. Didot, 1801. XXXV, 214 pp., 4 ill., 13,5x8 cm. Original full leather.
Restoration of the spine, otherwise in a very good condition.
The first endpaper bears inscriptions and signatures of several
interesting individuals which connect the book to Vasily Golovnin’s
exploration of the Pacific. On the top of the endpaper we read Golovnin’s
handwritten note in Russian: ‘‘From the books of Vassily Golovnin.
Bought in London 16(28) of August, 1802. Price 4 shillings, 6 p.’’ and the
number from his library ’111’. Below is the inscription in poor French
that says: ‘‘While present at Joseph Afanasievich’s home this book was
given to Joseph by Mr. Loutkovsky on 7th of May, 1817’’. Lower follows
the line ‘‘From the library of Petr Tikhotsky. 1876’’. Tikhotsky’s blind
stamps are found throughout the book.
Unfortunately we don’t know the full story behind these
inscriptions, but it is clear that the book was bought in London by the
famous Russian circumnavigator, diplomat and naval innovator Vasily
Golovnin (1876-1831) during his internship in London that happened
before his famous travels and discoveries. Then, the book was presented
from one crew member of ‘Kamchatka’ to another and has ended up in
the library of Peter Rikord’s grandson.
During those years (1801-1805) Golovnin was serving under
Nelson and William Cornwallis, and the main result of his trip was the
publishing of the classical naval textbook in Russian, that was used
for decades to come ‘The Military Naval Signals for the Daytime and
the Nighttime’. Golovnin was one of the most well-read captains of
the Russian exploration era, it is known that part of his library about
the naval science (in the 1920s acquired by the Moscow University)
included hundreds of volumes. Golovnin’s famous life and discoveries
are well researched and described (being captured twice by English
and by Japanese, he managed to escape twice and kept returning to the
Pacific despite his misfortunes).
The second inscription takes us to the preparations of the main
exploration in Golovnin’s life: specially for the purpose of this trip the
military sloop ‘Kamchatka’ was built. It was finished by January of 1817
and by August the same year it has sailed away. The 1817 was a busy
year for Vssily Golovnin also because he has proposed to his fiancé
Evdokiya Lutkovskaya, the daughter of the provincial nobleman. The
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wedding was postponed until the return of the expedition because of
the lack of the time, however because of this arrangement Golovnin
has included in his crew Evgokiya’s brother Feopempt Lutkovsky who
was a midshipman. The wedding took place in 1820 but we have
found information that Feopempt Lutkovsky has lived with Golovnin
before the expedition began. This explains how the book might have
been given by Lutkovskiy to another participant of the expedition Ivan Afanasiev (who spelled his name as Joseph Afanasievich in the
inscription), one of the two non-commissioned officer navigators on the
ship. Not much is known about Afanasiev, although this rank was often
held by the people without high naval education (which explains poor
French). Later during the summer the younger brother of Golovnin’s
wife-to-be has joined the crew as well, Ardalion.
Both Fedyor Litke and Ferdinand Vrangel were included in the
crew of ‘Kamchatka’ - this was their first circumnavigation (as well as
the future head of the Russian American company Matvey Muraviev).
Both Lutkovsky brothers have gone on to participate in other
circumnavigations. Feopempt served as Golovnin’s secretary. He has
been put under investigation in 1826 because of the Decembrists
coup, and evidently his ties to the secret organization were quite tight,
however he managed to escape the severe punishment. His career
could have ended around that time but the help came from the former
Kamchatka crew-mate - Fyodor Litke who was at that time the tutor
of the Great Duke Konstantin Nikolaevich and has made Lutkovsky his
assistant.
Unfortunately it’s hard to trace the fate of Ivan Afanasiev and it’s
unclear how the book made its way to its next owner - Pyotr Tikhotsky
(1850-1916), the grandson of Peter Rikord, with whom Lutkovsky served
together in the late 1820s in the Black Sea - Rikord was in charge of the
fleet liberating Greece from Ottoman Empire. Most of his life Tikhotsky
has spent in the Ministry of Agriculture and state property serving as
Minister’s Special Officer.
$4,500
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[ A L A S K A N M I S S I O N A RY ]

Barsukov, I.P. Innokentii, Mitropolit Moskovsky i Kolomensky po Yego
Sochineniyam, Pismam i Rasskazam Sovremennikov [i.e. Innocent,
Metropolitan of Moscow and Kolomna, His Works, Letters and Stories of Him
by His Contemporaries]. Moscow: Typ. of the Holy Synod, 1883. viii, 769,
14, xvi, [1] pp. 26,5x18,5 cm. With a lithographed portrait frontispiece
and four lithographed plates. Period style quarter morocco, spine with
raised bands and gilt lettered title. Period pencil markings and mild
foxing of the text, otherwise a very good copy.
First and only edition. First fundamental authoritative
biography of Saint Innocent of Alaska (Saint Innocent Metropolitan
of Moscow, born Ivan Veniaminov, 1797-1879) - a prominent Russian
Orthodox missionary and enlightener of Alaska, «remarkable Russian
cleric» (Lada-Mocarski, 111), the first Orthodox bishop and archbishop
in the Americas. The biography was published just four years after his
death by Russian historian and bibliographer Ivan Barsukov, and is
mentioned in Lada-Mocarski (see below).
Barsukov gives a detailed story of St. Innocent’s life, work and
travels in Russian America and Eastern Siberia, characterizes and quotes
numerous reviews on his works, and includes valuable information on
the history of the Russian-American Company and Russian Orthodox
Church in Alaska. The biography is based on a wide range of original
sources, including official correspondence between St. Innocent and
Russian church officials (Mikhail, the Bishop of Irkutsk; Holy Synod
and the Administration of the Russian-American Company), private
correspondence to and from his family and Russian nobility (Admiral
V.S. Zavoiko, the head of the Holy Synod count Protasov, countess
Sheremetyeva, and others); recollections of his contemporaries
(daughter, E.I. Petelina, priest A. Sulotsky); St. Innocent’s published
works (i.e. The State of the Orthodox Church in Russian America; Notes
on the Islands of the District of Unalaska; Notes of Kolosh and Kadiak
Languages); other works on Russian America (Tikhmenev «Historical
Overview of the Formation of the Russian-American Company…»,
1861); articles from contemporary periodicals (Irkutskiye Yeparkhialnye
Vedomosti (i.e. News of the Irkutsk Diocese, 1879-1882), Dukhovnaya
Beseda (i.e. Spiritual Conversation, 1863); Moskovskiye Univ. Izvestiya
(i.e. News of Moscow University, 1868), Russian Archive (1881), and
others).
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The Supplements include St.
Innocent’s letters to Russian writer, traveler
and statesman Avraam Norov (17951869) written from New Archangel - those
were some his first letters as the Bishop
of Kamchatka, the Kuril and Aleutian
Islands; there is also a speech given by
Bishop Amvrosy of Dmitrov during St.
Innocent’s burial in Moscow, 5 April 1879.
The illustrations include two portraits
of St. Innocent, a view titled «A Pleasant
Recollection of a church service performed
by Innocent, Bishop of Kamchatka and the
Aleutian Islands in the Palovo Channel
of the Amur River in August 1858, in
the presence of the officers and crew of
steamboat ‘Vostok’, under command of
Captain-Lieutenant Baron Schlippenbaсh»
(after the original drawing by A. Kondyrev),
and two leaves of facsimile of St. Innocent’s
letters (to his children and baroness Elizaveta Dohler).
‘‘The author’s full name was Ivan Evseevich Popov-Veniaminov.
The son of a sexton in a Siberian village, after the usual theological
studies and intermediate churchly positions, he was ordained a priest
in 1821 and two years later decided to become a missionary and spread
the Gospel among the Aleutian natives. His first post was at Unalaska,
where he built a church. In the course of some 30 years of devout and
enlightened missionary work throughout the Aleutian and Kuril Islands,
as well as in Kamchatka, he started schools, vaccinated the natives
against smallpox, translated Russian liturgical books into native
languages, etc. In 1857 (by then Archbishop of Kamchatka, the Kuriles
and the Aleutian Islands), Veniaminov was called to St. Petersburg and in
1868 was mage Metropolitan of Moscow under the name of Innokentii.
For a more complete biography of this remarkable man, see the 24page The Life and Work of Innocent, the Archbishop of Kamchatka (San
Francisco, 1897), which is based on a voluminous work (in Russian) by
I.P. Barsukov entitled Innokentii, Mitropolit Moskovskii (Moscow, 1883)’’
(Lada-Mocarski, 107).
Ivan Veniaminov went to Unalaska as a missionary priest in
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1824 and spent there ten years. He «transliterated Unangan, the Fox
Island dialect, into Cyrillic characters and with the help of Ivan Pankov
translated the St. Matthew’s Gospel, as well as many prayers and
hymns. The work was continued at a later date by Father Ilya Tyzhnov,
who produced the first and only printed part of the Holy Scripture in
the variant of Aleut spoken on Kodiak Island». He served in Sitka in
1834-38 where he built a school for Tlingit children and composed
textbooks for it. In 1840 he went to St. Petersburg and Moscow where
he took monastic vows and was subsequently nominated bishop of
Kamchatka, the Kuril and Aleutian Islands. In May 1842 «he set off on
a tour of his diocese, visiting Unalaska, Atka, Unga, Pribilof, Bering and
the Spruce Islands, <…> Kamchatka and Okhotsk». In the 1840-1850s
he made another three voyages around his diocese, in 1853 he took
up permanent residence in Yakutsk; later he travelled across Eastern
Siberia and the Far East to Blagoveshchensk, the Amur and Ussuri
Rivers, and Kamchatka. <…> On 6 October 1977, by a decision of the
patriarch of Moscow and All Russia and the Holy Synod of the Russian
Orthodox Church, acting on the official request from the Holy Synod
of the Orthodox church in America, Veniaminov, Bishop Innocent, was
numbered among the saints» (after Howgego, 1800 to 1850, V4).
$3,500
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[ PA C I F I C – J A PA N & C R I M E A N WA R ]

[An Issue of the Official Magazine of the Russian Navy “Morskoy Sbornik”
Talking about the Voyage of Frigates “Pallada” and “Diana” to Japan
and South-East Asia, Admiral Putyatin’s Diplomatic Mission and the
Establishment of Diplomatic Relations with Japan; the Latest News from
the Crimean War Pacific Theatre, the Escape of the Russian Squadron
under Command of Admiral Zavoyko from the British Ships in the Strait
of Tartary, Description of Nagasaki Port etc.]. St. Petersburg: Imperial
Academy of Sciences, 1856. Vol. XX, No. 1. January. First edition. Large
Octavo (ca. 25,5x17 cm). [2], iv, lxiv, 64, 218, 80, 32, 25 pp. With two
chromolithographed plates and two lithographed maps (two folding).
Original beige publisher’s illustrated wrappers. Old library stamp on
verso of the title page, wrappers lightly soiled, minor tears on the spine,
but overall a very good uncut copy in very original condition.
A beautiful copy of an early issue of “Morskoy Sbornik” (“Naval
Digest,” SPB., 1848 – present day) - the main Russian naval periodical of
the 19th century and the official periodical of the modern Russian Navy.
This issue contains an important account of the Russian diplomatic
mission to Japan and the establishment of official relations between
Russia and Japan in January/February 1855. There are also three
articles about the latest events on the Crimean War’s Pacific theatre
just a couple of months before the war ended (March 30, 1856). The
four articles related to the Russian Navy in the Pacific are:
a) “Account of the voyage of the frigate “Pallada,” schooner
“Vostok,” corvette “Olivutsa,” and transport “Knyaz Menshikov” under the
command of General-Adjutant Putyatin, in 1852, 1853 and 1854, with
the addition of the account of the voyage of the frigate “Diana” in 1853,
1854 and 1855” (the article retells that “Pallada” with several Russian
naval ships under the general command of Vice-Admiral Putyatin went
on a special mission to establish diplomatic relations with Japan, and
was replaced with “Diana” due to numerous breakages in May 1854;
the ships went from Kronstadt to Nagasaki via the Cape of Good Hope,
Singapore and Hong Kong; also visited the Ryukyu Islands, Manila, and
Russian Far East; the ground-breaking Shimoda Treaty with Japan was
signed in February 1855; “Diana” was irreparably damaged and sunk
after the tsunami which hit the port of Shimoda in December 1854);
b) “About the voyage in the Eastern Ocean of General-Adjutant
Putyatin and Vice-Admiral Zavoyko” (the article is about the evacuation
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of the port of Petropavlovsk to the new post of Nikolayevsk in the Amur
River estuary after the attacks by the allied British and French fleet
in August 1854, the encounter of the Russian and British ships in the
De-Castries/Chikhachyov Bay in the Strait of Tartary, and the escape of
the Russian vessels through the Strait of Nevelskoy which disclosed to
the British ships that Sakhalin was not a peninsula, but an island; and
about Admiral Putyatin’s voyage to Russia after the wreck of “Diana”
onboard the new vessel built with the help of the Japanese people in
Shimoda); the article is illustrated with the plans of the De-Castries
Bay and the Strait of Nevelskoy showing the disposition of Russian and
British naval ships;
c) “Reviews of the foreign newspapers on the actions of the
Allied fleet against the Russian squadron in the Eastern Ocean” (British
“United Service Gazette” called the escape of the Russian ships from
De-Castries Bay “a disgrace” for the British flag);
d) “Description of the Nagasaki Port” compiled by a member of
Putyatin’s expedition.
Other materials in the issue include: Government decrees and
acts; the latest relations from Crimea, the Black Sea, and Asiatic Turkey;
an article about late Admiral Nakhimov who commanded Russian
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defence in Sevastopol (with a lithographed portrait of Nakhimov on
deathbed); a note about the attack by the British ships on Yeysk in the Sea
of Azov; an analysis of the latest movements of the enemy ships in the
Mediterranean, Black, Baltic, and South-China Seas; a list of new books
on naval topics; a list of the wounded sailors moved from Sevastopol to
Nikolayev in August 1855, etc. The volume is also illustrated with a plan
of the naval battle near Riga on July 29, 1855, and a lithographed view
showing the bombardment of Sveaborg (Suomenlinna fort, Helsinki) by
the Anglo-French forces in August 1855.
$1,500
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ASIA & SIBERIA

11

[SIBERIAN ARCTIC]

Belyavsky, F.I. Poyezdka k Ledovitomu moryu [i.e. A Voyage to the Icy
Sea]. Moscow: Typ. of Lazarevs’ Institute of Foreign Languages, 1833.
Xv, iii, 259 pp. 21x13,5 cm. With additional copper engraved title page
(decorated with two vignettes), four hand coloured folding lithographed
plates (including a frontispiece; two signed and dated by the artist),
and a folding copper engraved plate of snow flakes. Period style full
leather with gilt tooled ornamental borders on boards and the spine
(spine with gilt lettering). Lithographed title page with a minor chip
of lower outer corner restored, title page with expert repair of central
blank gutter margin, on verso imprint page with a few letters affected,
but overall a very good handsome copy.
First edition. Very rare with only four paper copies found in
Worldcat. The book has never been translated into other languages, the
only reprint edition was published in Tyumen in 2004.
Interesting early account of the Siberian Arctic with a
description of travels down the Ob River to the Gulf of Ob in the Kara
Sea. The author Frants Belyavsky – a Russian doctor of Polish origin
- travelled down the Irtysh and Ob Rivers from Tobolsk to Beryozov
(nowadays Beryozovo) and Obdorsk (Salekhard) to survey the epidemic
of syphilis among the natives and Russian settlers, and try to help its
victims. The first cases of syphilis among the Samoyeds (Nenets people)
and Ostyaks (Khanty people) in Beryozov were recorded in 1816-1817
(Belyavsky, p. 133-141). Starting in 1822 an annual trip by a doctor of
the Medical Office of the Tobolsk Governorate had been organized, the
doctor would report on the spread of the disease and provide necessary
medication to the infected people. The treatment was quite effective and
if in the early years ‘‘there was not almost anyone among the Ostyaks
who would not be infected’’, in early 1828 out of over 21,000 people
there were not more than 611 sick ones (Belyavsky, p. 139). Belyavsky
took on the annual tour as a doctor in the service of the Tobolsk
Medical Office in the early months of 1828. In his book he describes the
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voyage down the Irtysh and Ob Rivers from Tobolsk to Beryozov, giving
interesting notes on the main villages along the way - Bronnikovo, Uvat,
Yurovskoye, Demyanskoye, Denshchikovskoye, Samarovo, and others;
separate chapters are dedicated to Beryozov – an important old post
on the northern Russian fur trade route – and its historical sites; native
settlements on the way to the Obdorsk fort, and the fort itself. Most of
the book is dedicated to a thorough description of Ostyaks (Khanty) and
Samoyeds (Nenets) – their origin, settlements, dwellings; appearance,
physical and mental skills; language, manners and customs, clothes,
food, occupations, way of entertainment, riches, state taxes, chiefs,
system of justice, religion and shamans, and sicknesses (with a separate
chapter on the syphilis epidemic). The book is supplemented with lists
of mammals, birds, and plants native to northwestern Siberia ‘‘from
Obdorsk to the coast of the Icy Ocean’’; a copy of a letter written by
Alexander von Humboldt to the head of Tobolsk Medical Office whom
he got to know during his stay in the city in 1829; a Russian-Ostyak
dictionary; and an explanation of over twenty local terms.
The book is illustrated with four attractive hand coloured
lithographed plates showing ‘Ostyak prince Taishin’ with a small view
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of the Obdorsk fort underneath (frontispiece); ‘Ostyaks during hunting’,
‘Samoyeds. Shaman. Chief Paygol’ (both signed and dated 1832); and a
view of a Nenets settlement showing a yurt, an idol in a tree, hunters,
reindeers, a dog sled, a person playing a musical instrument, and
others. Two lithographs are signed ‘Zheren. 1832’ – by a member of the
Zheren family - Russian painters and graphic artists, most likely by Ivan
Ivanovich Zheren (18th century – after 1850), a watercolour artist and
lithographer. There is also an engraved view of different forms of snow
crystals from the shores of the ‘Icy Sea’.
Overall a very interesting rare and beautiful book on the
Russian Arctic.
Belyavsky graduated from St. Petersburg Medical-Surgical
Academy in 1824 and was sent to the Tobolsk Medical Office
where he served for three and a half years. Later he worked in the
Catherine Hospital in Moscow, then opened his own clinic where he
used galvanoplasty as treatment, and in early 1830 travelled to the
Solovetsky monastery.
$12,500
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Only one paper
copy found in
Worldcat.

[ N O RT H E R N C A U C A S U S ]

[Batalin, F.A.] Albom Planov, Chertezhey i Vidov k Sochineniyu Pyatigorsky
Krai i Kavkazskiye Mineralnye Vody [i.e. Album of Plans, Draughts and
Views to the Work “Pyatigorsky Province and Caucasian Mineral Waters”].
St. Petersburg: Typ. of the Department of Udely [Crown Lands], 1861. T.p.,
fourteen leaves of lithographed maps and views (four folding). 32x43
cm. Attractive period style green half leather with marbled papered
boards; spine with a gilt-lettered title. Front page of the original
publisher’s wrapper bound in. Several leaves slightly-age-toned, a
couple with minor tears on extremities, but overall a very good copy.
Very rare. The album was issued to supplement the two text
volumes titled “Pyatigorsky Krai i Kavkazskiye Mineralnye Vody” (also
authored by Batalin and published in the typography of the Department
of the Crown Lands in 1861). The book received the Demidov Award of
the Russian Academy of Sciences and became a classical work on the
Caucasian mineral resorts. It was never republished or translated into
other languages.
The book is based on the large-scale survey of the Caucasian
Mineral Waters’ region, carried out in summer 1856 by the special
commission of the Mezhevoy [Land Surveying] Corps in Moscow (betterknown as Konstantinovsky Mezhevoy Institute, 1799-1930). The survey
party consisted of several officers of the Mezhevoy Corps, geographer
and statistician Fyodor Batalin, director of Tiflis observatory A. Moritz
and the Director of the Mezhevoy Corps Mikhail Muravyov (1796-1866,
Russian Minister of the State Property in 1857-1862). The main goal of
the survey was to compile the first detailed topographical maps of the
resorts and to “describe the physical and geographical characteristics of
the waters, to ascertain geographical latitudes and longitudes, to build
a trigonometrical network, to measure the height of the mountains and
other outstanding objects, to level and survey, and to create a series
of drawings to make the reader acquainted with the landscape of the
surveyed region” (Preface/ Pyatigorsky Krai i Kavkazskiye Mineralnye
Vody, vol. 1, p. I). The party ascertained the exact geographical
coordinates of Yessentuki and Zheleznovodsk, calculated the heights of
thirteen local mountains, thoroughly surveyed Pyatigorsk Proval cave
and lake, discovered several hot springs near Pyatigorsk, and analyzed
the chemical composition of water from several springs.
The album contains four chromolithographed topographical
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plans, including a large folding plan of Pyatigorsk, outlining three
main parts of the city (Goryachevodsk, Novy Gorod and Kabardinskaya
Sloboda); an insert shows the profile of the Proval cave and lake. The
other topographical plans show the areas of Zheleznovodsk, Kislovodsk
and Yessentuki mineral waters. Five trigonometrical and geometrical
charts supplement the data of the topographical plans. The plans
and charts are based on the astronomical and trigonometrical survey
by the engineers Stavrovsky and Kikin of the Mezhevoy Corps; they
were lithographed in the Mezhevoy Corps’ typography. Five beautiful
chromolithographed views of Pyatigorsk, Kislovodsk and Mount
Zheleznaya were taken from nature by a local assistant-surveyor R.
Cheredeyev and prepared by artist N. Medvedev; they were lithographed
in the celebrated Paris firm of Joseph Lemercier. Overall a beautiful rare
Russian atlas illustrating classical research of the region of Caucasian
Mineral Waters.
Fyodor Batalin (1823-1895) graduated from Moscow University,
worked in the “Otechestvennye Zapiski” magazine (1847-59) and the
Imperial Ministry of State Property (1860 – early 1890s). He was widely
known as the first publisher of the popular “Calendar and reference
book for a Russian agricultural estate owner” (1875-1898).
A list of maps and plates:
1) A trigonometrical network compiled between Pyatigorsk and the
group of the Beshtau Mountains (folding);
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2) A trigonometrical and geometrical network to the plan of Pyatigorsk
(folding);
3) A plan of Pyatigorsk (chromolithographed, folding);
4) A geometrical network to the plan of Zheleznovodsk mineral waters;
5) A plan of Zheleznovodsk mineral waters (chromolithographed);
6) A geometrical network to the plan of Yessentuki mineral waters;
7) A plan of Yessentuki mineral waters (chromolithographed);
8) A trigonometrical network to the plan of Kislovodsk mineral waters;
9) A plan of Kislovodsk mineral waters (chromolithographed).
10) Pyatigorsk, from the house of Mr. Upton (folding);
11) Pyatigorsk, from the state garden;
12) Zheleznaya Mountain, from the road to Yessentuki;
13) Kislovodsk, from Mount Krestovaya;
14) Kislovodsk, from a Cossack post.
$5,750
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[EAST SIBERIA]

[Stepanov, A.P.] Yeniseyskaya Guberniya [i.e. Yeniseysk Governorate]. St.
Petersburg: Typ. Of Conrad Wingeber, 1835. 2 vols. bound together. [4],
ii, [1], 7-276, [2]; [4], ii, 139, xiv pp. 27x17 cm. With two large folding
copper engraved plates at rear. Period dark green quarter leather. Gilt
lettered initials of a previous owner “P.G.” on the bottom of the spine;
narrow silk bookmark bound in. Several faded private library numbers
and a few mild water stains in text, but overall a very good copy.
First and only edition. Rare imprint with nine paper copies
found in Worldcat. Valuable description of the East Siberian Yeniseysk
Governorate of the Russian Empire (modern-day Krasnoyarsk Kray of
Russia), written by its first governor Alexander Stepanov (1781-1837;
in office in 1823-31). Formed in 1822 as a part of the Eastern Siberian
General Governorship with the centre in Krasnoyarsk, the Yeniseysk
Governorate covered the basin of the Yenisey River, from the Taymyr
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Peninsula in the north to the border with a frontier of the Chinese
Empire in the south (now Tyva republic of the Russian Federation); and
stretched roughly from the Taz River in the west to the Anabar River
in the east. One of the major centers of the Siberian exiles since the
end of the 18th century, the Governorate became a major attraction for
gold prospectors after numerous deposits had been discovered there in
the late 1820s; by the middle of the 19th century the region produced
almost a half of the world’s gold.
Stepanov wrote a comprehensive description of the
governorate, basing on his almost ten-year service as its head; eight
chapters in two volumes cover the Yeniseysk province’s geography,
topography, climate, flora & fauna, administration, industries and
agriculture, population(with two chapters specially dedicated to the
native Khakas people),trade, history since Yermak’s conquest of Siberia
till Stepanov’s times, etc. Pp. 73-74 in vol. 1 mention the first gold
discoveries on the banks of the Chulym River, but the author stated
that the news was unreliable and couldn’t be verified yet. The second
volume contains one of the earliest descriptions of Siberian exiles. The
two extensive engraved plates at rear include a “Statistical Table of the
Yeniseysk Governorate” which brought Stepanov the Demidov Award
of the Russian Academy of Sciences in the category of “Statistics.” The
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plate includes twelve special statistical tables dedicated to population
quantity and different classes of people, types of lands, grown
produce and livestock, internal and external trade, industries, religion,
educational institutions, andeven “Moral inclinations of the population”
accounting for the cases of suicides, murders, divorces etc.; the tables
for the first time take into account the vast population of Siberian
exiles. The plate is illustrated with a map of the Yeniseysk Governorate
and plans of its major cities (Krasnoyarsk, Yeniseysk, Achinsk, Minusinsk,
and Kansk). The second plate contains copper engraved plans of sixteen
new settlements built for the exiles on Stepanov’s order, and a plan of
a typical house in such a settlement. As a sign of special gratitude for
his work, Stepanov was awarded with a diamond ring from the Russian
Emperor NikolasI. Overall an early historically significant description of
the one of the bigger regions of Eastern Siberia.
While a governor of the Yeniseysk province, Stepanov facilitated
the inclusion of native Khakas people into the government-supported
category of “nomadic inorodtsy [natives]” which gave them privileges of
self-governing, exemption from military service, religious independence
etc.; established vital social institutions and constructed the buildings for
them in Krasnoyarsk (hospital, pharmacy, library, typography,orphanages,
schools, dormitories for exiles etc.) In 1823 he founded one of the first
Siberian societies of regional studies “Conversations about Yeniseysky
Region,”
which
closed in 1827,
but led to the
publication of the
first collection of
literary works of
Siberian writers.
$5,500
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[FIRST RUSSIAN MONOGRAPH ON KURDS]

Lerch, P.I. Izsledovaniya ob Iranskykh Kurdakh i ikh Predkakh,
SevernykhKhaldeyakh [i.e. A Research of the Kurds and their Ancestors,
Northern Chaldeans]. St. Petersburg: Imperial Academy of Sciences,
1856-1858. 3 vols. bound together. Vii, 121, [1]; vii, 139, [1- errata]; [6],
xxxvii, 113, [1] pp. 24x16 cm. Period style green half morocco. Paper
slightly age toned, a couple of mild water stains in text, but overall a
very good copy.
First edition. First special Russian monograph on the Kurds,
with an important first publication of several Kurdish texts with Russian
translations, and interesting extensive vocabularies of Kurmanji
(Northern Kurdish) and Zaza-Gorani languages. The book was written
by a noted Russian Orientalist, archaeologist and translator Peter Lerch
(1827-1884), and was based on his interviews with Kurdish prisonersof-war who were interned in Roslavl (Smolensk region, western Russia)
during the Crimean War. Lerch went to Roslavl on the special assignment
of the Russian Academy of Sciences and stayed there for three months
in 1856, where about a hundred Kurds were stationed,“mostly from the
upper reaches of the Tigris and Euphrates or Western Kurdistan” (Lerch,
vol. 2, p. 8). Lerch mentions several localities where the Kurds were
from, including Mardin, Al-Jazira, Dersim, Mush, Diyarbakir, Erzurum,
Birecik, Harput/Elazig, Malatya, Maden, Arapgir and others. Lerch
vividly describes the character and national features of the Kurdish
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prisoners he talked to (and life stories of some of them), their songs and
dances, talked about their costumes, manners and customs;the book
also includes an overview of the grammar, pronunciation and history
of Kurdish languages and the story of Lerch learning them. The texts,
recorded by the Standard Alphabet (Lepsius), are the translations into
Kurdish of Turkish fables, fairy tales, stories about Nasreddin Hodja,an
original Kurdish story about the meeting with General Nikolay Muravyov
during his travel from Alexandropol (Gyumri, Armenia) to Kars in 1856,
and others. The vocabularies contain about 2000 and 400 words in
Kurmanji and Zaza-Gorani languages accordingly. The first volume is
an overview of the main sources on the history of the Kurdish tribes.
Overall an important Russian research of the Kurdish language and
ethnography based on the personal interviews with the Kurds who
ended up in Russia. It was due to the Crimean War that the interest
to Kurds significantly rose in Russia, and Russian Academy of Sciences
became an important centre of studies of Kurdish history and language.
Just two years later after Lerch’s book, the translation of the famous
“Sharafnama” – the main source on the Kurdish history – was published
in Saint Petersburg, becoming its first printed edition (Sheref-Hameh ou
histoire des kourdes. Vol. 1-2, SPb., 1860-62).
$3,250
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Only two paper
copies in Worldcat.

[ S I B E R I A & N O R T H PA C I F I C ]

Marakuev, V.N. Petr Simon Pallas, Yego Zhizn, Uchyonye Trudy i Puteshestviya
[i.e. Peter Simon Pallas, His Life, Scientific Work and Travels]. Moscow: Typ.
of A.A. Torletsky, 1877. First and only edition. Large Octavo. ix, 214 pp.
With a woodcut portrait frontispiece. Period dark green quarter sheep
with marbled papered boards; gilt-lettered title on the spine. Several
markings of a Russian bookshop on the rear pastedown endpaper,
otherwise a very good copy.
Very rare. First Russian biography of the world-famous zoologist,
traveller and publisher of several important accounts of Russian voyages
to the North Pacific and Alaska, Peter Simon Pallas (1741-1811). Born in
Berlin, he gained prominence as a zoologist in the early 1760s, and in
1767 accepted the offer of Catherine the Great to move to Russia and
become a professor at the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences. In 176874 Pallas led a large-scale scientific expedition to the Russian Urals,
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Western Siberia, Transbaikalia, the Altai Mountains, the upper reaches
of the Amur River, and the Caspian Sea. The results were published
in a fundamental three-volume «Reise durch verschiedene Provinzen
des Russischen Reichs» (1771-76) and translated into major European
languages. Pallas became the father of Russian paleontology with his
articles about mammoth and rhinoceros fossils found in Siberia. He
is also known as the founder of Buddhist studies in Russia with his
work «Sammlungen Historischer Nachrichten Ueber die Mongolischen
Volkerschaften» (St. Petersburg, 1776-1801, 2 vols.) His major zoological
work is the fundamental «Zoographica Rosso-Asiatica» (1811-1831).
Pallas had a close connection with Russian exploration of the
Arctic and North Pacific. His seven-volume «Neue nordische Beytraege»
(St. Petersburg & Leipzig, 1781-96) contained the first publications of
M. Levashov and Krenitsyn’s voyage to Alaska (Bd. 1), notes of Cossack
Ivan Kobelev sent to the Gizhiga fort on Chukotka (Bd. 4), documents
of Gerhard Mueller and Georg Steller (Bd. 5), accounts of Grigory
Shelekhov’s voyages to Alaska (Bd. 6), etc. (see: Lada-Mocarski 31). Pallas
created the program of the proposed first Russian circumnavigation
under the command of Grigory Mulovsky, which was cancelled due to
the start of the Russo-Swedish War (1787). He also took an active part in
the preparation of the Billings-Sarychev expedition to the North Pacific
(1785-95), and one of the expedition vessels was named «Pallas» after
him.
His first Russian biography addresses the «learning youth»
and consists of two parts: the biography proper, the analysis of Pallas’s
discoveries and achievements in zoology, paleontology, geology, botany,
ethnography and linguistics; and the description of all his travels. The
frontispiece is a woodcut portrait of Pallas. The book’s author Vladimir
Marakuev was a prominent Russian educator and publisher, a member of
the Russian Geographical Society. In the 1880s, he closely collaborated
with Leo Tolstoy on publishing popular editions of short stories for
Russian peasants (see a detailed note on Marakuev in the academic
edition of Tolstoy’s Collected Works: Tolstoy, L. Polnoye Sobraniye
Sochineniy. Vol. 25. M., 1937, pp. 875-877). In the 1880s-1910s, Marakuev
also issued over a dozen guides on vegetable and fruit gardening.
The book was the second and the last one in the series
of biographies of famous scientists, published by the «Society
of Distribution of Useful Books» (Obshchestvo Rasprostraneniya
Polyeznykh Knig). The first book in the series, also authored by Marakuev
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and containing biographies of Carl Linnaeus and Georges-Louis Leclerc,
comte de Buffon, was issued in 1874. The series never continued; none
of its two books were republished or translated into other languages.
$3,500
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[ G R E AT G A M E : I N N E R C H I N A ]

[Pyasetsky/Piasetskii], P.Y. Puteshestvie po Kitayu v 1874-1875 gg.
(cherez Sibir, Mongoliyu, Vostochny, Sredny i Severo-Zapadny Kitai): Iz
dnevnika chlena ekspeditsii P.Y. Pyasetskogo [i.e. Travel across China in
1874-75 (via Siberia, Mongolia, Eastern, Central and Northwestern China):
From the Diary of the Expedition Member P.Y. Pyasetsky]. St. Petersburg:
Typ. of M. Stasyulevich, 1880-1881. [With]: Pyasetsky, P.Y. Neudachnaya
ekspeditsiya v Kitai 1874-1875 gg. V otvet na xashchitu g. Sosnovskogo po
povodu knigi ‘‘Puteshestvie v Kitai’’ [i.e. Unsuccessful expedition to China.
In Reply to the Defense of Mr. Sosnovsky about the book ‘‘Travel across
China’’]. Three volumes bound in two bindings. [2], 560; [2], iii, 561-1122,
4, xviii; [2], 298, ii pp. 24x16 cm. With twenty-four tinted lithographed
plates and a folding lithographed map at rear. Three volumes bound
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in two bindings. Private library stamp of D.K. Trenyov on the title page
of the ‘‘Neudachnaya Ekspeditsiya’’. Period style half leather with
marbled papered boards and gilt lettered titles on the spines. Text with
occasional mild foxing, map with a tear neatly repaired, otherwise a
very good copy.
First edition of a rare Russian imprint with only eight paper
copies found in Worldcat.
Firsthand account of the 1874-75 Russian surveying expedition
to the little-known areas of the northwestern China and the Gobi Desert
under command of Captain of Imperial General Staff Yulyan Sosnovsky
(1842-?). Amid the intensifying Great Game Russia was looking for
the development of diplomatic and trade relations with China, as well
as for the investigation of possible routes to Tibet. The 1870s saw
several military reconnaissance expeditions organized by the Russian
government, including an earlier one, led by Sosnovsky to the upper
reaches of the Black Irtysh in northwestern China (1872-73).
The 1874-75 ‘scientific and trade’ expedition aimed to ascertain
the shortest way from Western Siberia to the Sichuan province in
southwestern China; to outline the best sites for prospective Russian
trade, and to gather information about the Dugan Revolt in Western
China (1862-77). The expedition party numbered nine people,
including Yulian Sosnovsky, topographer Captain Zinovy Matusosky
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(1843-?), doctor and artist Pavel Yakovlevich Pyasetsky (1843-1919),
photographer Adolf Boyarsky, translators and guards.
The expedition left Russia from the border town of Kyakhta
in July 1874 and proceeded to Beijing via Ulan-Bator, Gobi Desert, and
Kalgan (Zhangjiakou); went to Tianjin, took a steamer to Shanghai, and
went up the Yangtse to Nanjing and Hankou. Then they followed the
ancient Silk Road, going to the upper reaches of the Han River where
the main survey started; visited Hanzhong and Lanzhou (where they
crossed the Yellow River); followed the Great Wall of China to Suzhou
(Gansu Province), and went across the western Gobi Desert to the
Hami Oasis. Then they crossed Tian Shan Mountains, and proceeded
northwest via Barkul (Zhenxi Fu) and Guzhen, arriving to the Lake
Zaysan Russian border post in October 1875. As a result a new route
to China was discovered which was over 2000 versts shorter than the
previously known.
The book was written by the expedition doctor and artist Pavel
Pyasetsky, and is illustrated with twenty-four lithographed plates after
his original sketches made during his travels. He was a prolific artist and
produced over a thousand sketches during the travel, which became the
basis of a unique watercolour panorama ‘‘From the Middle China to
Western Siberia’’ which measured 72 m. The main text is supplemented
with a ‘List of plants, collected on the way from Fancheng to Zaysan
border post (Provinces of Hubei, Shaanxi, and Gansu, and Mongolia)’;
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‘List of drawings made during the travel and comprising the exhibition
in the Imperial Academy of Arts in 1876’, and an article by N. Petrovsky
‘Scientific and trade expedition to China in 1874-75’; the folding
lithographed map outlines the route of the expedition.
Pyasetsky’s book was awarded with the gold medal of the
Russian Geographical Society. The book was quickly translated into
French and English.
The second volume is bound with another work by Pyasetsky
shedding light to the controversy which existed between the expedition
members. In the main text Pyasetsky on numerous occasions accused
the head of the party Sosnovsky in the abuse of power and expedition
money; the ‘third’ part of the book is his passionate pamphlet bringing
more facts proving Sosnovsky’s misconduct; in some copies it is bound
together with the main text. A year later Sosnovsky published his own
version of the events, thus continuing the ‘pamphlet war’ (Sosnovsky, Y.
Ekspeditsiya v Kitai v 1874-75. St. Petersburg, 1882).
Overall an interesting Russian work on the Inner China with
relations to the Great Game in Central Asia.
$4,500
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Only 7 printed
copies found in
Worldcat.

[ A S I A - T U R K E S TA N - T I A N - S H A N ]

Severtsov, N.A. Puteshestviia po Turkestanskomy Kraiu i Issledovanie
Gornoi Strany Tian-Shania, Sovershennye po Porucheniu Russkogo
Geograficheskogo Obshchestva [i.e. Travels Across Turkestan and Survey
of the Mountainous Country of Tian-Shan, Undertaken on the Assignment
of Russian Geographical Society]. St. Petersburg: Typ. Of K.V. Trubnikov,
1873. Part 1 and only. [4], vi, 461, [1] pp. Octavo. With a large folding
lithographed map. Period style green half morocco with marbled
papered boards; spine with raised bands and gilt lettered title. Both
original publisher’s wrappers bound in. Mild very minor water stains on
the lower corners of several leaves at rear, otherwise a very good copy.
Very rare imprint with only seven printed copies found in
Worldcat. First edition of the major work by the prominent Russian
explorer of Central Asia, Nikolai Severtsov (1827-1885), who was
described by another famous traveller to Central Asia P. SemenovTyan-Shansky as “one of the first Russian travellers who engaged in
survey of the interesting, colossal mountainous land of Tian-Shan, one
of the pioneers of geographical research in the countries previously
unknown and for many centuries not opening themselves to scientific
investigations.”
The book includes accounts of three of Severtsov’s travels.
During the expedition Severtsov was wounded and captured by the
armed group from the khanate of Kokand and freed only thanks to
a personal involvement of the commander of Russian border guards
General Dansas. Two other expeditions were dedicated to the TianShan Mountains: to their northern part in 1864 and to the surroundings
of Lake Issyk Kul in 1865, with many areas not visited by a European
before. The book contains voluminous material on geology, climatology,
soil, hydrography, hydrology and orography, flora and fauna of the Aral
Sea and the Tian Shan Mountains, with an extensive description of the
travel to the valley of the Aksai and Naryn Rivers in central Tian Shan.
Severtsov gained the reputation of an important Russian
zoogeographer. The map shows central Tian-Shan and the surroundings
of the Issyk- Kul Lake, based on the surveys of Russian military
topographers of 1856-1869.
It was planned to issue three parts of the book, but only one
part, containing general reports of Severtsov’s travels in 1857-1868
was published, the other two not being approved by the author because
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of the low quality of the maps. The original manuscripts of the next two
parts were eventually lost in the archives. Second edition of the first
part was issued only in 1947.
“Nikolai Alekseevich Severtzov was a Russian explorer and
naturalist. On an expedition to the Syr Darya, he was captured by
bandits and freed after a month. In 1865-68, he explored the Tian
Shan mountains and Lake Issyk Kul. In 1877-78, he explored the Pamir
Mountains, following a route close to the current Pamir Highway as far
as Lake Yashil Kul on the Ghunt River” (Wikipedia). A peak and a glacier
in the Pamir Mountains, and a glacier in the Trans-Ili Alatau (Tian Shan
Mountains) were named after him.
$3,250

18

[ C H I N A – B OX E R R E B E L L I O N ]

Tsererin, A.P. Rezultaty poezdki po Hulan-Chenskomu Futudunstvu [i.e.
Results of a Travel to the Province of Hulan-Chen]. Vladivostok: Typ. of
Sushchinsky & Co., 1902. [2], 46 pp. Octavo. With a folding lithographed
plate and a folding lithographed map at rear. Original publisher’s gray
printed wrappers. Wrappers with very minor chipping on extremities,
otherwise a very good copy.
First and only edition. Very rare Russian Vladivostok imprint
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with only two paper copies found in Worldcat. The author was Andrey
Tsererin, a student of a recently founded Vladivostok Eastern Institute
(est. 1899, modern name is the Far-Eastern Federal University). Tsererin
was sent by the University to the Heilongjiang province or Chinese
Manchuria “for practical studies of Chinese language and a better
acquaintance with the manners and customs of Chinese people” (p. 1).
Tsererin spent several weeks in the summer of 1901 in China, which
was during the active phase of the Boxer Rebellion (Nov. 1899 – Sep.
1901). The Heilongjiang province at the time was almost completely
occupied by the Russian troops, which continued to fight guerilla
groups of Boxers and “Hunkhuzy” (Honghuzi bandits). Tsererin mostly
stayed in Bayan Town and travelled around under the protection of
Russian cossacks or army detachments. He spent several days in the
nearby Catholic mission run by “père Monnier,” and visited the cities of
“Bei-tu-an-lin-tsi” (likely, Suihua) and Heilongjiang (Harbin).
The brochure is based on Tsererin’s impressions, intelligence
from “père Monnier” and several Chinese manuscripts which he bought
in Harbin. The author describes the history, geography and modern
state of the province (with a special chapter on the Boxer rebellion
and the Honghuzi bandits), population, Russian settlers, the spread of
Christianity, agriculture, opium production and consumption; there is a
detailed description of making hanshin or baijiu (traditional Chinese
strong alcoholic beverage). The account was published as an offprint
from the “Izvestiya Vostochnogo Instituta” (vol. 3, part III, Vladivostok,
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1902). The lithographed map marks the main towns, rivers, roads and
mountains of the northern Heilongjiang province between Songhua and
Hulan Rivers. The lithographed plate shows a draught of the apparatus
used for making the baijiu alcoholic beverage. Overall an interesting
rare brochure about Chinese Manchuria under the Russian occupation
during the Boxer Rebellion.
Andrey Tsererin graduated from the Penza seminary and was a
student of the Vladivostok Eastern University in 1900-1905 (Izvestiya
Vostochnogo Instituta, Vol. 2, part I, 1900, p. 51; “Izvestiya Vostochnogo
Instituta” (Nachalo XX veka): Iz Fondov Bibliotek Vladivostoka:
Bibliograficheskiy Ukazatel. Vladivostok, 2014, p. 159).
$950
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III

AFRICA & SOUTH AMERICA
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No paper copies
of this first edition
found in Worldcat.
There are only
two copies of the
second edition
(Harvard, NYPL),
and two copies
of the fourth
edition (Columbia
University, State
Library of Berlin).

[ C A R I B B E A N : F RO M N I Z H N Y N OVG O RO D T O P U E RT O R I C O ]

Baranshchikov, V.Y. Neshchastnye priklyucheniya Vasilya Baranshchikova,
meshchanina Nizhnyego Novgoroda v tryokh chastyakh svyeta: v Amerike,
Azii i Yevrope s 1780 po 1787 god [i.e. Unfortunate Adventures of Vasily
Baranshchikov, a Burgess from Nizhny Novgorod, in Three Parts of the World:
America, Asia, and Europe, from 1780 to 1787]. St. Petersburg: S.K.R., Typ.
of Vilkovsky and Galchyonkov, 1787. 72 pp. 18x11,5 cm. Contemporary
light brown half leather with marbled boards and a colour stamped title
label on the spine. Bookplate of Sergey Sobolewsky on the front paste
down endpaper, paper label with a pencil note by a Soviet bibliophile
on the front free endpaper, paper label of Vasily Klochkov’s bookstore
and a stamp of a Soviet bookshop on the rear pastedown endpaper. Very
good. Corners slightly bumped, paper slightly age toned.
First edition. Extremely rare. Interesting original travel account
by the first Russian to cross the Atlantic and visit the Caribbean Islands.
A merchant from Nizhny Novgorod, Vasily Baranshchikov (1756-early
19th century) went to a trade fair and lost considerable amount of
money lent by fellow tradesmen. In an attempt to escape he went to
Saint Petersburg and became a sailor on a ship bound for Copenhagen.
There he was kidnapped and sold to a slave ship which brought him
to Saint Thomas Island (then in Danish West India, now a part of the
American Virgin Islands). There Baranshchikov served for two months in
a Danish military garrison and was then sold as a household servant to
a Spanish ‘‘General’’ in Puerto Rico. After a year of service Baranshchikov
was released and went to Venice as a sailor on an Italian ship; near the
Barbary coast the ship was captured by pirates and the traveler was
sold into slavery to the Palestine. Baranshchikov was forcibly converted
into Islam, eventually brought to Constantinople and married a Turkish
woman. In 1785 he escaped to Russia via Bulgaria, Moldavia and Poland,
returning to Nizhny Novgorod a year later. On request of his creditors
he was put in debt prison, but released with the help of the local
bishop. Baranshchikov went to Saint Petersburg and was received by
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Catherine II and representatives
of Saint Petersburg high society.
The Empress recommended him
to write an account of his travels,
which was first published in 1787.
All author’s fees went for the
payment of his debts.
The book contains lots of
interesting details of everyday life
in St. Thomas Island and Puerto
Rico (like outfits and salaries
of Danish soldiers, ceremony of
taking military oath, descriptions
of banana plants, coconuts, sugar cane, and coffee), description of
Jerusalem and Constantinople, Baranshchikov’s service as a Janissary
in Turkey, and others. Printed during the Russo-Turkish war of 1787-91,
the book became a bestseller and was published four times in the 18th
century, all subsequent editions have a slightly edited finale and the
‘‘Supplement, containing the description of Tsargrad [Constantinople]
and Turkish spiritual, military and civil authorities’’.
The text of the first edition finishes with a complaint about
Baranshchikov’s bankruptcy and life in ‘‘uttermost poverty’’ after his
return home; all subsequent editions have that part replaced with a
praise to the generosity of ‘‘many honorable people of Saint Petersburg’’,
who ‘‘graciously relieved him from destitution’’, the list of the ‘‘honorable
people’’ includes over twenty names of the members of Russian high
society, i.e. State Chancellor Count Alexander Vorontsov, first Russian
Minister of Education Ivan Shuvalov, President of the Imperial Academy
of Arts Ivan Betskoy, Baron Alexander Stroganov, and others.
Our copy bears an armorial bookplate of Sergey Sobolevsky
(1803-1870), a noted Russian bibliophile, bibliographer and poet of the
Golden Age of Russian Poetry. He was a friend of Alexander Pushkin,
Mikhail Lermontov, Adam Mickiewicz, Prosper Mérimée and many other
European writers. Sobolevsky’s library contained over 25,000 volumes,
with the departments of geography and travels, Russian history, and
bibliography and books on books. After his death, a part of the library
was bought by the British Museum and Leipzig University, the rest was
sold at auctions by Leipzig booksellers; the archive was bought by
count Sergey Sheremetev and is now deposited in the Russian state
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collections.
A note on the piece of paper attached to the first free endpaper
was written by a Soviet bibliophile and reads: ‘‘In the catalogue of
‘‘Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga’’ No. 21 from 1933 it is said: First edition of
this book has never been registered and it is unclear whether it exists’’
(Annotation #213). This copy is from the library of Sobolevsky and is the
first, unknown edition. P.S. It is mentioned in Smirnov-Sokolsky’s, vol.1,
p. 195’’ (Smirnov-Sokolsky, Moya Biblioteka. M., 1969). The book also has
a paper label of the bookshop of a famous Saint Petersburg antique
book dealer Vasily Klochkov (1861-1915). Svodny Katalog 4575.
$5,500

20

Only one paper
copy found
in Worldcat
(Northwestern
University, IL).

[ R A R E R U S S I A N A F R I CA N H U N T I N G ACCO U N T ]

Gorodetskii, Vladislav. V Dzhungliakh Afriki: Dnievnik Okhotnika [i.e. In
the Jungle of Africa: The Diary of a Hunter]. Kiev: Polskaya typ. 1914. [2],
182, [2] pp. 30x21,5 cm. With a photogravure frontispiece, two maps
and many photo illustrations in text. Original publisher’s brown quarter
sheep with decorative carved ornaments on wooden boards with a gilt
lettered title on the front board; decorative endpapers. Binding rubbed
on extremities, several pages loose from binding but overall a very
good copy.
First edition. Very rare. Interesting original account of a Russian
hunting safari expedition to British East Africa (Kenya) in November
1911 - January 1912. A party of three Russian hunters travelled across
the “Serengeti Plains” of the Tsavo River basin (modern-day Tsavo West
National Park) down to Lake Jipe on the border with German East Africa
(Tanzania), and later on hunted in the basin of Mukumba, Machakos
and Athi Rivers southwest of Nairobi. The book contains detailed notes
on the organization of the trip (lists of necessary supplies and guns,
the necessary quantity of servants and guides), describes the travel on
the Uganda Railroad to the Voi station; vividly depicts hunting, African
landscapes and animals, Mombasa, Nairobi, Swahili villages, notes
about the spread of the sleeping sickness near the shores of the Great
African Lakes etc. The two maps outline the routes of the hunting party,
marking their camps. The author, Vladislav Gorodetskii ( (1863-1930)
was a notable Russian architect of Polish origin who became one of
the most important contributors to the 19th-century architectural face
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of Kiev (Gorodetskii designed the
House with Chimaeras, St. Nicholas
Roman Catholic Cathedral, the Karaite
Kenesa, and the modern-day National
Art Museum of Ukraine). In 1920 he
immigrated to Poland and later on to
Persia where he designed the Tehran
railway station in 1928-29.
The book is illustrated with
the reproductions of Gorodetskii’s
photographs from the trip and
numerous vignettes, headings and
endings after his original drawings.
His two travel companions were one
“M. – a member of the Kiev Russian
Society of Proper Hunting <…>, and
“R.” – a member of the Kiev Branch
of the Imperial Society of Proper
Hunting” (V Dzhungliakh Afriki, p. 5).
Overall a rare interesting account of a
private Russian safari trip to Africa in
the early 20th century.
$3,750
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IV

PHOTO ALBUMS & DRAWINGS

21

[ M O S COW & N I Z H N Y N OVG O RO D O N T H E P H OTO S O F 1 8 7 1 ]

[Album of Twenty Early Original Albumen Photographs, showing Moscow
and Nizhny Novgorod (1), Titled:] Moskva. Avgust 1871 goda [Moscow,
August 1871]. 1871. Oblong Folio (ca. 28x34,5 cm). 21 thick stock
album leaves. With 20 mounted albumen prints, including twelve large
images ca. 19x25 cm, the rest are ca. 12x16 cm. All but two captioned
in English or French in black ink on the mounts, seven photos hand
coloured. Period brown full morocco album with large gilt lettered title
in Russian on the front board; moiré endpapers, all edges gilt; remains
of a brass clasp on the front board. Album rubbed on extremities, weak
on hinges, spine with a minor tear on top, minor spotting to first and
last leaves, several photos with occasional light foxing, but overall a
very good album.
Attractive custom-made photo album with twenty original
studio photos of Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod, collected during a
visit to Moscow in August 1871. Among the photos are large hand
coloured views of the Grand Kremlin Palace, the Tsar Bell, a panorama
of Moscow taken from the top of the Ivan the Great Bell Tower (showing
the Cathedral of Christ of the Savior, consecrated in 1883), Saint Basil’s
Cathedral, close-up view of the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour with the
Bolshoy Kamenny Bridge in the foreground; Russian telega or horsedriven cart, and a portrait of a “Moscow friend” (“muzhik”, or peasant).
Other photos include portraits of Emperor Alexander II and his wife,
Empress Maria Alexandrovna; four views of the Kremlin and the Red
Square: Spasskaya Tower, St. Catherine Church of Ascension Convent
(demolished by the Soviet authorities in 1929), monument to Minin
and Pozharsky, a view of the Kremlin taken from the Moscow River
embankment; and six photos of other Moscow sites: Sukharev Tower
on the modern-day Sadovoye Ring road (demolished in 1934), Bolshoi
Theatre; a view of the Moscow River, the Orphanage and Zamoskvorechye
district, taken from the Kremlin; church of Holy Trinity in Ostankino;
Red Gate triumphal arch (demolished in 1927); and Petrovsky Palace
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(then on the outskirts of Moscow, now within the city border). There is
also a nice view of the territory of the famous Fair in Nizhny Novgorod,
showing the fair pavilions (the one on the right has a sign indicating
that it belongs to the well-known Russian merchant Savva Morozov),
the Transfiguration or old-fair Cathedral, and the bridge over the Oka
River. Overall an interesting collection of large early photos of Moscow,
with an attractive view of the Nizhny Novgorod fair grounds.
$4,500
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[ N O RT H E R N C A U C A S U S ]

Rogozinsky, L.I. [Original Publisher’s Cloth Portfolio with Twenty-Six
Original Mounted Albumen Photographs of the Georgian Military Road,
Tiflis/Tbilisi, and Vladikavkaz, Titled:] Vidy i Tipy Kavkaza [i.e. Views and
Types of the Caucasus]. Ca. 1896. Twenty-six albumen photographs ca.
20,5x26,5 cm (8 x 10 ¼ in), all captioned in negative and mounted on
the original photographer’s card with gilt-lettered stamps “L. Rogozinsky,
Vladikavkaz.” All photos numbered, either in negative or in period ink
on the mounts (from 1 to 30, with omissions). Original publisher’s grey
patterned cloth portfolio with the gilt-lettered title on the front panel.
Portfolio neatly rebacked, a couple of images mildly faded, but overall
a very good collection of strong interesting photos.
An attractive collection of original albumen photos of the
Georgian Military Road, Tbilisi and Vladikavkaz (Northern Osetia), taken
by the local studio of Leonty Rogozinsky (1864-1904). Born in Kyiv, he
moved to Vladikavkaz in the late 1880s and became a student of a wellknown local photographer Alexander Engel (1848-1918). Rogozinsky
opened his studio in Vladikavkaz in 1889 and operated it until his
death in 1904. In 1894 he took part in the international exposition in
Paris, and his album of Caucasian views received a gold medal (the gilttooled stamps testifying of this award can be found on the mounts of
our photos). His album of “Views and types of the Caucasus” received a
silver medal at the All-Russia Exposition of Industries and Arts in 1896.
The same year he became one of the official photographers during
Nicholas II’s coronation. In 1897 he took part in the first All-Russia
census.
Our collection of photos contains twenty-six views from
Rogozinsky’s series of “Views and types of the Caucasus.” The photos
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follow the Georgian Military Road – the famous historical route across
the Great Caucasus Mountain Range from Vladikavkaz to Tbilisi - and
mostly cover the territory of modern-day Georgia. Overall an attractive
collection of well-executed views and panoramas of the iconic locations
on the northern Caucasus.
Detailed list of photos is available upon request or on our website:
www.bookvica.com.
$3,500
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[SAKHALIN]

[Fricken, A.A.] [Historically Important Album with 108 Original Gelatin
Silver Photographs of Sakhalin (Pre-Russo-Japanese War), Showing Tsarist
Prisons, Executioners and Prisoners, Post Alexandrovsky, Post Korsakovsky,
Villages and Settlements in Northern and Southern Sakhalin, Early Oil
Enterprises, Japanese Fishing Boats and Fisheries, Japanese Consulate,
Nivkh, Ainu, Tungus and Orok People, etc.]. Ca. 1900. 32x41 cm. 24 card
stock leaves. With 108 mounted gelatin silver photographs, including
one two-part panorama ca. 12x30 cm and over twenty large photos ca.
16,5x22,5 cm; the rest are from ca. 12x17 cm or slightly smaller. One
photo (“Gilyak summer yurt”) signed “Фонъ Фрикенъ” (“Fon Fricken”) in
negative. All but one photo with period ink captions in Russian on the
mounts. Partly removed ink presentation inscription in Russian on verso
of the first leaf (the remaining text reads “St. Petersburg, 1911”). Period
dark green full morocco with partly removed metal decorations on the
front board; decorative endpapers, all edges gilt. The imprints from
missing metal letters on the front board suggest that the original title
read “Sakhalin.” Album rubbed on extremities, several images with mild
silvering, but overall a very good album of interesting strong images.
An extraordinary and historically important collection of
rare original photos of the Sakhalin Island at the peak of its use as
a Russian Imperial penal colony and place of exile for criminals and
political prisoners. The Sakhalin katorga (servitude) system, largely
based on the model of Australian penal colonies, operated in 18691906. Over this period, more than 30,000 inmates and exiles, including
women, went through the system. Severe corporal punishments, such as
flogging, shackles and enchaining to wheelbarrows for several years, as
well as executions, were widely practiced. After the completion of their
term, the prisoners had to stay on Sakhalin as free settlers in the newly
founded villages scattered across the island. By the end of the 19thcentury, there were seven prisons on Sakhalin (Due, Alexandrovskaya,
Korsakovskaya, Rykovskaya, Onorskaya, Derbinskaya, Voyevodskaya). The
island and its katorga became famous after the publication of travel
accounts by Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (“Ostrov Sakhalin,” M., 1895) and
publicist Vlas Doroshevich (“Sakhalin,” M., 1902, in 2 parts). After Russia’s
loss in the Russo-Japanese war (1904-05), southern Sakhalin became
Japanese territory. The majority of the Russian population had to move,
and south Sakhalin prisons closed. Sakhalin katorga officially ceased to
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exist in 1906, and the only working prison remained in Alexandrovsk.
Our album presents a rare detailed picture of Sakhalin
in the early 20th century, showing prisons and exile settlements,
prosecutors and prisoners, principal towns, fishing and oil extracting
enterprises, ethnographical views and portraits of the native people.
The photographer was most likely Alexey von Fricken (1858-1924), a
government inspector of agriculture on Sakhalin in 1888-1905 and
the supervisor of the Sakhalin meteorological stations in 1889-92.
Von Fricken was actively involved in the Sakhalin charity activities,
published several articles in the “Sakhalin calendar” in 1896-97,
helped to establish a local museum and took part in the 1897 state
census. He was also an amateur photographer and opened a studio in
Alexandrovsk. During Chekhov’s visit to Sakhalin in 1890, von Fricken
often accompanied him on trips and excursions and took a famous
group portrait, featuring the writer and the Japanese consul near post
Korsakovsky in southern Sakhalin.
The photo from our album titled “Gilyak summer yurt” bears his
signature in negative (“Фонъ Фрикенъ”). The other photo showing the
post in Due was found in an album from the collection of the Russian
Far-Eastern State Scientific Library. Two other photos from the same
album, similar in size and technique, have von Fricken’s signatures in
negative. The same photo of the “Ainu fest of killing a bear” from the
collections of the Peabody Museum at Harvard University is attributed
to von Fricken.
The largest group of photos in the album – thirty – depict
the Sakhalin katorga system. They include four explicit scenes of a
prisoner’s execution (reading out the death sentence, putting the
prisoner on the scaffold, hanging, taking the body off the gallows), and
a horrifying photo of a body scarred after a flogging 17 years prior.
There are also two portraits of famous Sakhalin executioners Golynsky
and Komelev - both had long passages devoted to them by Doroshevich
(“Sakhalin,” chapter “Palachi” [“Executioners”]), and a rare portrait of
famous murderer Fedor Shirokolobov (1851-after 1899), sentenced to
be attached to a wheelbarrow for ten years. The other portraits depict
a prison trader, a group of prisoners sentenced to death for escape
and the murder of guards, and a prisoner with half of his head being
shaved to get the traditional look of a convict, and others. The other
“prison-themed” photos show post Due taken from the sea, Vladimirsky
coal mine, prison watermill in the Tymovsky district, the interior of
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the Onorskaya prison (apparently
decorated for Christmas), prison mill
in Vladimirovka village (Korsakovsky
district), and a group portrait of
“Chinese naval cadets exiled for
the attempt of the explosion of gun
powder warehouse in Port Arthur in
1900.”
Sixteen
photos
show
post
Alexandrovsky,
Sakhalin’s
administrative centre at the time. Among them are two views of the
main street, images of the school, the house of the Alexandrovsky
district’s head, the Bazarnaya square, the meteorological station and the
police department, Bolshaya Alexandrovka River, Alexandrovsky wharf
in winter, post and telegraph office in winter with dog sleds waiting for
the post cargo, scenes of “arrival of the winter post to Alexandrovsky”,
etc.
Sixteen photos show various locations in northern Sakhalin Cape Zhonkier and Three Brothers rocks (including the new lighthouse
at Cape Zhonkier built in 1897), a view from the Pilenga mountain range,
Krasny Yar village, Khamdasa the 1st village & 2nd village, three views
of the Onor village featuring the local church, fisheries on the Poronai
River, forest fire on the Amurdan pass, “typical flora of the Tymovsky
district,” etc. Two photos show the emerging oil industry on Sakhalin
– “dugout house of oil prospector Kleie” and “oil lakes of northern
Sakhalin.”
Twenty-four photos show southern Sakhalin. There are
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several views of various settlements and views in the Bay of Patience
- Post Tikhmenevsky (Poronaysk since 1945), “Mogun-Kotan” village
(Korsakovsky district), Mogun-Kotan River (Pugachyovka River since
1947), Ainu yurts in the Manue village, “Seraroko” village (Korsakovsky
district), “Kresty” village, (founded in 1885, Korsakovsky district),
Bereznyaki village (founded in 1886), Naibuchi village on the Naiba
River (Korsakovsky district), Ainu village “Naiero,” etc. The other photos
show Post Korsakovsky (double-page panorama, Japanese consulate,
main street), and various settlements in the Aniva Bay - Savina Pad
village, “fisheries of Kramarenko in Savina Pad, Korsakovsky district”;
“ice storage of Kramarenko company in Pervaya Pad, Aniva Bay,” interior
of Kramarenko’s ice storage in Pervaya Pad, etc. Several photos show
Japanese fishing vessels and fisheries in southern Sakhalin - Japanese
junks in the mouth of the Poronay River, Japanese kungas (a small
sailing vessel) in the Bay of Patience, fisheries of Japanese “Ochiyama
Kochitta” and “Nisimura,” “herring pomace workshop of Japanese “SoSan,” drying herring pomace,” etc.
The album opens with twenty-two photos of the indigenous
people of Sakhalin– Gilyak (Nivkh), Ainu, Tungus and Orok. There are
studio portraits of men, women and families, and views of a “Gilyak
summer yurt,” a construction for drying fish, a cage for bear caught for
a “religious fest,” “Gilyak cemetery,” two scenes of a ritual bear killing by
Nivkh and Ainu people, Nivkh boats, Nivkh making fire, Orok and Ainy
yurts, a portrait of a “Tungus missionary,” and a view of the Sochigar
village on the Poronay River in the southern Sakhalin where Ainy, Nivkh
and Orok fishermen lived side by side.
Seven photos from the album illustrated the book of Nikolay
Lobas about Sakhalin’s katorga and penitentiary system (“Katorga i
poseleniye na ostrove Sakhaline,” Pavlograd, 1903), namely: “Post Due”
(p. 21), “Quarrel during a card game” (p. 61), “Khamdasa the 2nd village”
(p. 96), “Mogun-Kotan village” (p. 114), “Post Tikhmenevsky” (p. 149),
“Bereznyaki village” (p. 154), “Savina Pad village” (p. 158). Nikolay Lobas
(1858 - after 1917) worked on Sakhalin as a doctor in 1892-1899 and
was closely involved in charity work on the island.
Overall a unique, extensive collection of rare original photos
showing Sakhalin and its penitentiary system in the early 20th century.
$12,500
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[ASIA - AZERBAIJAN - BAKU]

[Collection of Seventeen Large Original Gelatin Silver Photographs Showing
the Construction on Cape Bailov/Bayil in Baku]. Ca. 1910s. Seventeen
loose gelatin silver photographs, each ca. 17x23 cm. Three photos with
pencil captions in Russian on verso. One photo with a tear on the corner
neatly repaired; overall a very good collection of interesting strong
images.
Rare original photographs of a construction site on Cape
Bailov (Baku), possibly an auxiliary building to the Bibi-Eybat electric
plant (built in 1901). The photos show different states of construction
in summer and winter, the shores of the Bay of Baku with boats and
steamers and portray workers and engineers. Two photos feature a sailor
in the uniform of the “Kars” steamship, which joined the Russian naval
fleet on the Caspian Sea in 1911. One of the photos has an extensive
pencil note on verso detailing the history of the “Kars’” naval service.
The distant shore of the Bay of Baku on one of the photos shows the
building of the Russian “Kavkaz i Merkuriy” steamship company which
operated on the Caspian Sea and Volga and Kama Rivers. Overall an
interesting collection showing the development in the area next to the
modern-day port of Baku in the early 20th century.
$1,750
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[ R U S S I A N C H I N E S E B O R D E R TOW N - B L AG OV E S H C H E N S K ]

[Album of Ninety-Six Original Gelatin Silver Photographs of
Blagoveshchensk on the Amur River, Showing Major Trading Houses and
Shops on the Bolshaya Street, Girls’ School, Cathedrals and Churches
(Demolished in Soviet Time), the Triumphal Arch, Customs House and
Steamers on the Amur River, Chinese Villages on the Other Bank, Chinese
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workers, Russian Peasants, and Others]. Ca. 1910s. 26x34,5 cm. Twelve
album leaves. Ninety-six mounted gelatin silver prints, each ca. 7x10 cm.
No captions. Period brown quarter pebbled cloth album with patterned
and decoration embossed cloth boards, head and tail of spine mildly
bumped. A few images mildly faded, but overall a very good album.
Interesting album of rare photos of Blagoveshchensk, the
centre of the Russian Amur oblast and an important port on the Amur
River located about 500 meters from the Chinese city of Heihe on the
other bank of the river. Blagoveshchensk was founded on the confluence
of the Amur and Zeya Rivers in 1858 and became an important trade
center in the early 20th century due to the lucrative gold extraction
industry on the river and the proximity to the state border with China.
The main street of Blagoveshchensk – Bolshaya – accommodated the
offices of the main Siberian trade houses, the port numbered over 150
steamers and over 200 barges.
The photos were likely taken by a well-off Blagoveshchensk
resident, and include over a dozen views of the Bolshaya Street (now
Lenina Street), showing Kunst and Albers department store (builtin 1894, one image shows the store with the sign “Christmas fair”),
Siberian Trade Bank, Trade house “Kokovin and Basov,” Torgovaya
Square (now Victory Square) with open-air wooden pavilions, shops
of I.K. [?] Mazur, V.M. Pankov, Matveyenko bros., “Japanese shop TokioYoko, goldsmith,” garden supplies shop, first city electric station
“Vseobshchaya Kompaniya Elektrichestva” (built-in 1908), Cathedral of
the Intercession of the Theotokos (demolished in 1980, new cathedral
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of different design built-in 1997-2002), Alexeyevskaya school for girls
(on the corner of Bolshaya Street and American side-street), entrance
to the Voznesenskoye cemetery with an Orthodox Christian chapel
(built-in 1872, demolished in the 1930s), and others. There are also
interesting views of the Triumphal Arch (built in 1891) and trade house
“Mauritania” on the embankment of the Amur River, several photos of the
steamers on the river (with two signs reading “Andrey” and “Peterburg”),
views of the city embankment (showing cannons pointed towards the
state border, frozen Amur, timber piles onshore), Amur River banks
and villages on the Chinese side, Russian customs house, portraits of
Chinese cart drivers, brick makers, Russian peasants et al. The album
closes with three images of an open-air church sermon and a church
procession and over twenty portraits of Blagoveshchensk residents –
apparently, the album compiler and his family.
$2,250
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[ASIA - MONGOLIA]

[Album with ca. 150 Original Gelatin Silver Snapshot Photographs of
Ulaanbaatar during the Early Years of Socialistic Mongolia, Showing the
Sükhbaatar Square, the Chinese Quarter, Bogd Khan’s Winter Palace,
Buddhist Temples, Zakhadyr Market, Scenes from the Naadam Festival,
Mongolian Wrestling, Costumes, Hairdos, Yurts and Houses, etc.] Ca. late
1920s. 19,5x31,5 cm. 16 card stock leaves. With ca. 150 mounted gelatin
silver snapshot photographs, including six large photos from ca. 11x21
cm to ca. 11x16 cm; the rest are from ca. 8,5x11,5 cm to ca. 3x5 cm. The
majority of photos with period ink captions in Russian on the mounts
(related to individual images or groups of images); several photos also
numbered in negative. Period mauve cloth album with a paper title
label on the front board; the title reads “Mongolia” in Russian. The same
pencil-written Russian title and number “4” on the inner side of the
front board. Album slightly weakened on hinges, a couple of images
mildly faded, traces of several erased pencil captions on the mounts,
but overall a very good album of interesting images.
A rare collection of lively original photos showing the
Mongolian capital Ulaanbaatar and its residents just a few years after
the establishment of the socialist Mongolian People’s Republic in 1924.
Ruled by Quing China since the end of the 17th century, Mongolia
started its struggle for independence during the 1911 Xinhai Revolution.
After a tumultuous decade, when the country experienced a short-lived
theocratic Bogd Khanate (1911-19 and 1921-24), Chinese occupation
and the Mongolian Revolution of 1921, the Soviet Red Army assisted
local revolutionaries in establishing the socialistic Mongolian People’s
Republic in 1924. The country’s capital, known to Europeans as Urga,
was renamed Ulaanbaatar the same year. Throughout the 20th century,
the country developed under the heavy influence of the Soviet Union.
China officially recognized Mongolian independence only in 1946.
The album offers a fascinating peek into Ulaanbaatar’s life and
urban development in the early years of the socialistic rule in Mongolia
and before the massive Soviet-style reconstruction in the 1950s and
1960s. The photographer was likely a Soviet traveller or resident in
the Mongolian capital. The album opens with a large panoramic view
of Ulaanbaatar, showing the Chinese quarter and “several European
buildings.” Other views of the capital show a military parade on the
Sükhbaatar Square featuring the “teacher’s school,” the “Green Domed
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theatre” (built in 1926 and burned in 1949, now space is occupied with
the Mongolian Government palace), the first building of the Government
palace, narrow streets and wooden dwellings of the Chinese quarter, a
temple of the Jindandao (Red Turban) sect, a temple of the guardian of
the Bogdoul Mountain, interior and exterior of the Bogd Khan’s Winter
Palace, several views of the city Zakhadyr (market), various city carts
and carriages run by Chinese, etc. A dozen thoroughly annotated photos
show the details of Ulaanbaatar yurts and houses, with modifications
for winter and summer. Eight photos depict the “City public services, or
rather the lack of them” (residents carrying water from the local river
where sewage flows in, carts of water sellers, people voiding in the
middle of the city streets, stray dogs who eat the feces, etc.). Photos
titled “The first steps to civilization” show an ophthalmologist in his
office, interiors of an Ulaanbaatar orphanage, and three Mongols in a
canteen. Over a dozen photos document the summer Naadam festival
(horse riding contesters, archers, scenes of Mongolian wrestling and
“giving Kumis to the winners,” spectators from the Khudan province,
festival tents, Mongolian chess players, musicians, etc.). Three photos
portray the Bogd Khan (ca. 1869-1924), Gonchigjalzangiin Badamdorj
(Bogd Khaanate’s prime minister in 1919-1920), and “one of the Chinese
officials.” An uncaptioned photo shows Manlaibaatar Damdinsüren
(Mongolian notable military leader and Bogd Khaanate’s Deputy
Minister of Foreign Affairs). About thirty photos detail Mongolian
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costumes and hairdos from different regions, including famous women’s
horn-style hairdo from the Khalka region (with a detailed manuscript
note on making it). There are also photos of beds, dishes, details of
saddles, various cattle (cows, sheep, camels, goats, yaks), women milking
cows, drying wool, a device for making milk vodka, etc. The last photo
is an interesting snapshot of “costumed men on stilts at the 1st of May
parade.” Overall a lively visual source on the early years of socialistic
Mongolia.
$3,750
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[ R A R E E A R LY D R AW I N G S O F S O V I E T T U R K M E N I S TA N ]

[Collection of Twenty-One Pencil Drawings of Ashgabat and Merv in Soviet
Turkmenistan]. September 1928. Twenty-one loose pencil drawings
(two slightly coloured), including nineteen large ones ca. 18x27 cm),
and two smaller ones, ca. 13,5x18 cm. All but four drawings with period
pencil captions on recto or verso; ten additionally dated September
1928 in pencil. Housed in a period folded card with an ink title “1928.
Turkmenistan. A journey to Merv.”. Some drawings with minor stains,
a couple with small creases on the margins, but overall a very good
collection.
Interesting unusual collection of pencil drawings created by
a Soviet traveller to Ashgabat and Merv in 1928. The drawings give a
vivid impression of the old colonial Turkmenistan, almost unchanged
after the establishment of the Soviet rule. The earthquake of 1948 and
the major reconstruction of the 1950s and 1960s will dramatically alter
the appearance of Ashgabat and the country in general. Seven drawings
show Ashgabat, which became the capital of Soviet Turkmenistan in
BOOKVICA
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1924. They include panoramic views of the city and the distant hills of
the Kopet Dag mountains, pictures of the “market rows,” “a small house
in the inner yard,” and a sketch of an ancient mosque in the nearby town
of Annau. Two uncaptioned drawings show Russian pre-revolutionary
buildings, most likely, also in Ashgabat. Seven drawings depict the oasis
of Merv (Mary since 1937) – a small settlement located near the site
of the ancient Merv (one of the largest centres on the Silk Road, now
a UNESCO World Heritage Site). The drawings show the buildings of
the city bazaar and horse market, traditional “chaikhana” teahouse, a
residential house, and the interior of a mosque. Five drawings without
a specified location depict a resting Turkmen, exterior and interior of
traditional yurts, a cartwheel, a traditional jug, etc. Overall an attractive
collection of original drawings of Turkmenian cities from the 1920s.
$2,250
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[MINING IN THE RUSSIAN ARCTIC]

[Album with Seventy-Eight Original Gelatin Silver Photographs Showing
Khibinogorsk Township (Kirovsk since 1934) and the “Apatit” Mining Plant
in the Modern-Day Murmansk Oblast of Russia, with the Presentation
Inscription from the “Apatit’s” First Director Vasily Kondrikov (Executed
during the Great Purges in 1937) to Influential Soviet Communist Party
Functionary Nikolay Shvernik]. 1931. 29x41,5 cm. 13 card stock leaves.
With 78 mounted gelatin silver photographs, including three panoramas
from ca. 9,5x58,5 cm to ca. 10x43 cm; the rest are ca. 11x16,5 cm. One
panorama signed in negative, all photos carefully numbered in the
paper labels on the mounts. A period typewritten list of all photos is
attached to the front pastedown endpaper; captions to two photos, not
placed in the album (#78 and #80), crossed out in green ink. Period
green ink presentation inscription on the first leaf: “Tov. Shvernik. Trest
Apatit. Kondrikov. 10/V 1931.” Period black cloth album. Overall a very
good album with bright sound photos.
Historically important album of rare early photos documenting
the construction and first years of operation of the “Apatit” mining
plant and the city of Khibinogorsk in 1931. The plant and the working
settlement named Khibinogorsk were founded in 1929 to extract the
rich deposits of the apatite-nepheline ore discovered in the early
1920s on the southern slopes of the Khibiny mountains, central Kola
Peninsula. The settlement and the plant grew fast, and in October 1931,
Khibinogorsk received the designation of a city. In December 1934, it
was renamed Kirovsk after a famous Bolshevik revolutionary Sergey
Kirov, who was murdered two weeks earlier in Leningrad.
The album’s main goal was evidently to showcase the fast
development of Khibinogorsk and the “Apatit” mining plant in the first
two years of their existence. The presentation inscription on the first
page is dated May 1931 and signed by the “Apatit’s” first director Vasily
Kondrikov. Apparently, he presented the album to a powerful Soviet
Communist Party functionary Nikolai Shvernik (then the member of the
Party’s Orgburo and Secretariat, and the Head of the All-Union Central
Council of Trade Union) to promote the idea of granting Khibinogorsk
the designation of a city. This will happen five months later.
The album contains three unique panoramic views, showing
1) Khibinogorsk, Bolshoy Vudyavr Lake and the Khibiny Mountains; 2)
“Apatit” mining plant under construction; and 3) Kukisvumchorr and
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Yuksporr Mountains with the adjacent
Vortkeuaiv and Loparskaya valleys
(the lines drawn in negative mark
the location of the mineral deposits).
Over forty photos depict the “Apatit”
mining plant – the main building
under construction, future warehouse
for the concentrate, construction of
the electrical plant, mining quarries
and works on the Kukisvumchorr and
Yuksporr mountains, delivery of the
ore, special machinery, devices and
scaffolding, piles of extracted ore at
the Nefelin сrossing, drilling towers
in the Loparskaya valley, etc. Over
thirty photos show Khibinogorsk - the
entrance arch, several street views,
houses under construction, city centre,
the board with the names of the
best and the worst workers, interior
of the post office, “Apatit” project
bureau, school, typography, bindery, drugstore, ambulance station and
hospital, firemen crew, firemen dormitory, horse stables, warehouses of
the “Sevzapsoyuz” company (exterior and interior), mechanized bakery,
workers’ canteen, kitchens of “Sevzapsoyuz,” etc.
Overall a rare detailed visual source on the Soviet mining and
urban development in the Kola peninsula in the early 1930s, with ties to
the impendent Great Purge. Vasily Kondrikov (1900-1937), who signed
the album was a prominent Russian revolutionary and statesman, the
pioneer of industrial development of the Khibiny Mountains. During the
Great Purge of 1937 was arrested and executed in Leningrad.
$3,750
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[ A S I A - A LTA I M O U N TA I N S ]

[Album with Ninety Original Gelatin Silver Photographs from Two Soviet
Tourist Trips to Lake Teletskoye and Mount Belukha in the Altai Mountains,
Organized by the Society of Proletarian Tourism and Excursions]. Ca. 1931.
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26,5x35 cm. 15 card stock leaves. With 54 mounted original gelatin
silver prints including five large photos from ca. 17,5x23 cm to ca.
13x17 cm, the rest of the photos are postcard size - ca. 9x13 cm. Most
photos with black ink captions in Russian on the mounts. The album
also houses two mounted printed maps of the Altai region with the
tourists’ routes outlined in red. With 17 loose gelatin silver photos ca.
8x10,5 cm printed on photo paper of postcard size, ca. 9x13,5 cm; six
photos numbered in negative, fifteen captioned in ink on versos. With 19
smaller loose gelatin silver photos ca. 6x8 cm, seven captioned and/or
dated in Russian on versos; the photos are housed in a paper envelope
ca. 8x13 cm with a manuscript note in Russian “Altai. Small photos
1931. Amateur” (in translation). Period brown cloth album fastened with
a string. Several images with mild silvering, but overall a very good
album of rare strong photographs.
Attractive collection of original photos illustrating early years
of the organized Soviet tourism to the Altai Mountains. The album
houses photos from two trips to the Altai organized in summer 1931
by the Society of Proletarian Tourism and Excursions (1929-1936)
– the first volunteer union of independent tourists in Soviet Russia.
Founded by the Central Committee of Komsomol (Young Communist
League), and headed by a prominent Soviet politician and an avid
mountaineer Nikolay Krylenko (1885-1938), the Society strived to
develop independent adventurous travels among young people and
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became very popular, with about 800,000 members in 1932. The Society
operated about 360 tourist bases across the country and organized
tours on over 170 routes, published several newspapers and magazines
about tourism, pocket phrase books for over 20 national languages
of USSR, opened the first college in Russia educating tourist guides,
produced tourist and mountaineering equipment, fostered the increase
in production of bicycles and amateur photo cameras; during the travels
many tourists conducted scientific surveys, discovered mineral deposits,
gave lectures for the population of remote regions, helped peasants
during agricultural season etc. Like most of all other Soviet volunteer
societies founded in the 1920s (“Friends of Children,” “Away with
Illiteracy,” “Technique – to the masses” etc.), the Society of Proletarian
Tourism was closed in the mid-1930s, as a dangerous ground of
freedom and potential activities of the “enemies of the people.” The
Society’s chairman Nikolay Krylenko was arrested and executed during
Stalin’s Great Purge in 1938.
The album illustrates two trips to the Altai. The first one was
a round trip from Biysk to Lake Teletskoye, now a part of the UNESCO
World Natural Heritage Site “Golden Mountains of Altai.” The tourist
went up the Katun River to Ulala (now Gorno-Altaysk, the capital and
the only city in the Altai Republic), Anos and Chemal villages and across
the mountains eastward to the southern shores of Lake Teletskoye,
crossed it from south to north and returned to Biysk rafting on the
Biya River past the Artybash village. Interesting images show Russian
peasants and their horses on a ferry across the Biya River near Biysk,
a group of Siberian peasant girls in traditional costumes, six views of
Lake Teletskoye, including one showing people from “Energostroy” state
company (founded in 1927 for the construction of hydroelectric plants
in USSR, a predecessor of the “Hydro project” firm) doing research on
the lake’s shore; the Artybash village taken from Lake Teletskoye, Katun
River valley and cataracts, River Biya flowing out of Lake Teletskoye,
etc. Several interesting photos portray Altai native people, showing two
horse-mounted Altai women smoking pipes, Altaians reading Soviet
“Kьzьl Ojrot” newspaper (“Red Oirot”) near their ail (yurt), views of a
Altaian settlements etc. Several photos portray the tourists - riding
horses along the bank of the Biya River, approaching Ulala, listening to
a lecture near Chemal village, posing at the bank of the Katun River near
the Chemal village, going across mountain passes to Lake Teletskoye,
rafting down Biya River etc.
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The second trip started in Semipalatinsk (now Semey,
Kazakhstan). The tourists went by boats up the Irtysh River to UstKamenogorsk and further up to Irtysh’s tributary Narym River, thence
on the road to Katon-Karagay and Berel villages, up the mountain
to Rakhmanovskiye Klyuchi village and the foothills of the Belukha
Mountain. The return trip went along the Bukhtarma River. Interesting
images show a “sand storm. Semipalatinsk,” a base of the Proletarian
Tourism Society in Katon-Karagay, Rakhmanovskoye Lake and a nearby
village, the upper reaches of the Katun River, the Bukhturma river,
tourists camp near the Belukha Mountain, a large portrait of four tourists
posing on a Belukha glacier, portraits of Altaian families, Altaian winter
dwellings near Berel village, etc.
Overall an interesting rare source on the early Soviet tourism
and the Altai travels by the Society of Proletarian Tourism and Excursions
which was destroyed during the Great Purge of the 1930s.
$2,250
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[ASIA - BUKHARA]

[Collection of Fourteen Real Photo Postcards and One Gelatin Silver Photo
of the Old Town of Bukhara in the Early Soviet Era]. Ca. 1930s. Fourteen
loose real photo postcards ca.8x13 cm, one original gelatin silver photo
ca. 8,5x12,5 cm, all with pencil captions in Russian on versos. Overall a
very good collection of strong images.
Interesting collection of Soviet real photo postcards showing
Bukhara, one of the oldest centers in Central Asia. Once an important
stop of the Silk Route and a capital of a powerful Emirate, it became a
Russian protectorate in 1868. During the Russian Civil War the Emirate
of Bukhara declared independency, but was invaded by the Red Army and
was annexed to the USSR in 1920. On September 2, 1920 Soviet troops
under command of Mikhail Frunze stormed and captured Bukhara, with
the bombardment destroying a large part of the city, including the
walls and many palaces in the Ark (the citadel of the Emirs), mosques,
madrasas and living quarters. The real photo postcards show some of
the damage inflicted to the city – the destroyed walls of the Arc, hasty
repairs to the damaged brick work of the walls of the Kalan Mosque and
the Ulugbek Madrasa. There are also views of the Kalan Minaret (“The
Tower of Death”), Divan-Beghi Madrasa, and a series of vivid street views
showing water carriers, horse-driven carts (“arbakesh”), Uzbeks drinking
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tea outside, donkeys laden with firewood, market goers, etc.; one view
of a Bukhara street features numerous Soviet red flags attached to the
walls on both sides. Overall an attractive well-preserved collection of
Bukhara views in the early Soviet years.
$850
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